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Gus says ' the U.S. should start
exporting apathy to South Africa

Percy discusses students'--Jlolitical apathj
By (Meft Bah.
Dally EIYJIdu SCalf Writer
U.S. Sen. Charles Percy asked ' a
. group 01 sm students Thursday why
young Americans are politically
apathetic.
~aking in the Home Economics
BUIlding Lounge, Percy told the
students that young people had a lP'!at
impact on the passage of civil rIghts
legislation, the Vietnam War and the
environment.

st~r:!~~~fre~~i~~~:t f~fte~

Watergate to the quality of the
American diet.
According to voting records, a little
more than half of the voters under »years-old voted in the 1972 and 1974
general elections.
He said student concerns in the 1950s
were dominated by civil rights, in the

1960s by tile Vietnam War, and in the
1970s by the environment. :'I've seen it
with my own' eyes," he said.
At a press conference before the
student session Percy said young
people today are interested in two main
issues: jobs and the quality of life.
He also told the press that Republican
gubernatorial candidate James
Thompson is "naive" if he runs a
campaign by making no promises.
Thompson has said repeatedly that
the only promise he will make to the
voters is not to make promises. Percy
said politicians who make such
statements are avoiding taking a stands
on the issues.
Percy told the students it is illogical
for people not to vote because the
solutions to America's problems are
then left to the "damn politicians." ·
Student protest kept the U.S. ~t of

Angola and is reforming the CIA, he
said.
.
He said he admired the "(Chicago
Mayor Richard) Daley Machine"
because of its ability to get out the vote.
"They vote 'em 10 years after they're
dead. We only have live bodies to work
with." he said.
One sm student told Percy that
Americam have lost interest in the
political system because of the Nixon
administration. Percy responded,
"That could be a valid reasofL"
Another. student said Americans do
not vote because of "the crap they put
in our diets. You (Percy>look healthy.
Your intake of sugar must be very
low." Percy responded saying the
American people "are the biggest
wasters and squanderers of everythIDIl.
We're a fat and .slabby ,(siC> people."
He said Americans .are unwilling to

make the sacrifICe to conserve. "We're
electing people to office who don't give
a damn about these things," Percy
added.
Besides tapping public opinion on
political apathy, Percy responded to a
number of other QuestioM.
Percy said the U.S. should seD arms
to Iran and Chile despite criticism that
their governments are politically
repressive. He said if the U.S. aUows
other nations to seD arms, the U.S. will
lose its leverage to negotiate for
change.
Percy said border patrols are
unsuccessful in preventing the entry of
the illegal aliens and said he fllvors
passing a bill which would make it
illegal to hire them.
Court order busing, Percy said, is the
"least desirable form of racial
integration," but he said he is against a
constitutional amendment to outlaw it.

YttIy are young Americans politically apathetic? When U.S. Sen.
CI)IIrles Percy asked that question of a Home Economics Lounge
audience Thursday, he got responses ranging from disillusionment

Site lIDS political Ilgtory

Carter to speak in Free Forum Area
By Jim WIIari
DaDy Egypdu S&an "riter
Jimmy Cart.er will speak at the
Free Forum
Area in a campus
address at noon Tuesday, Carter
campaign aides decided Thursday.
Dan Lee, a Carter campaign advance
• man, said the ~Free Forum Area was
chosen for its scene ry and accessibility
to campus.
Lee said the Carter speech will be
' primarily a "standup rally." Some
seats will be provided for senior
citizens. he said.
TIle public will be encouraged to use
the Arena parking lots. Lee said shuttle
buses will be rented by the Carter
caml!jlign to transport spectators to
and Irom their cars.
The Free Forum area lies south of
Anthony
Hall and
Parkinson

Laboratory. The parking garage next to
the Student Center now occupies part oC
the ' original Free Fo.rum Area. .
,Clarence "Doc" Dougherty, director
of campus services, said the area
"came into being in response to student
requests, almost demands" for a site on
campus for "impromptu" speeches and
gatherings.
.
The location of the F~ .Forum was
,originally chosen Cor
acoustic
characteristics. Dougherty described
the site as "a place where amplification
generally didn' t disturb classes. "
.
When SJU Ceft the tremors of anti'-war
protests in the late 1960s and early
.1970s, Dougherty said, "peopli used to
just stapel up and harangue ..
In September 1970, SlO set down an
"Interim Policy on ~monstrations"
which provided for "Cree forum
('

i

areas ...open to aU members of the
University at all times."
This policy grew out of the
disturbances on campus earlier that
ear during the "Seven Days in May"
which Collowed the killing 'of Cour Kent
State University students in Ohio. '
SinCe then, Free Forum has been the
site of both peaceCul and violent
demonstrations. In recent years, it has
rallen out of vogue as a Cocal point of
campus activities.
.
Dougherty said the most recent use oC
the Free Forum Area was during the
first week of school this faU when
student art work was displayed in three
trailers.
Abe Martin Field, McAndrew
Stadium, and the Arena had originally
been considered as possible sites for the
Carter speech.

The baseball field was ruled out
because of i.t s location on- the Olltskirts
of campus. Possible abuse to the new

astnHurf surface in McAndrew was the
reason that site was. discarded
The Arena was dropped from
consideration because the Elvis Presley
concert is scheduled less than 32 hours
after Carter's appearance.
In caSe of inclement weather, Carter
will speak in, the ballroorns of the
Student Center, according to Pete
Brown, d~or...oHhe University News
Service.
Carter is schedule<L.to aIT:'.''! at
Williamson County Airport in Marion at
11 a.m. Tuesday. He is expected to
arrive on campus early enough to shake
hands with the public before the
address.
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Charges ·a,g ainst .one
in pot case ilroppe

~'RountJUP ·
County

oo..ing authority director. re.iglU

.1

.

David Jansen resigned his position as executive director or the Jackson
County Housing Authority at the authority's monthly meeting Wednesday.
Jansen, who has served as executive director since ~ptember 1975, told
board members that he is rorced to resign because or personal matters
that may rorce him to leave the area. The authority plans to advertise the
opening and will consider applications ror the position in ruture meetings.
Jansen, whose resignation will be errective Nov. 30, told the board he will
be available ror consultation until Jan. l.

City mining center staff conflict resolved
WASHINGTON AP- The Inter:ior Department !las authorized the
Bureau or Mines to start starring the new Carbondale Mining Research
Center, Rep. Paul Simon, D-III., said Thursday . Earlier this year, a
conflict arose between language in the 1975 legislation that created the
center and the Cederal Ornce oC Management and Budget's reluctance to
allow creation oC new staCC positions by the Department oC Interior.
The congressman said that the Interior Department will starr the new
center with 100 positions in 18 to 24 !llonths. Congress clarified the situation
in 1971 appropriations bills, Simon added. Between 35 and 50 employes
.should be at work at tile ficility by the end oC fiscal 1971, with the rest
'expected by Sept. 30, 1978.

County to get over $26,000 for forest,
CARBONDALE (AP) -President Ford has signed legislation that will
provide $26,415 to Jackson County Cor its national Corests and grasslands,
Rep. Paul Simon, D-11I. , announced Thursday. The bill sets a minimum
rederal payment oC 75 cents-an-acre for counties with national forests or
grasslands. Ten counties in Illinois qualify, mostly in Simon's district in
~thern Illinois, the congressman said.

By H.- B. KopIoWlb
Daily Egyptiaa S&aff Writer

A prelimi.nary hearing. in a drug case
iPvolving 300 pounds or Colombianmarijuana took place in Jackson
County Circuit Court in Murphysboro
Thursday.
Pro,bable cause was found against
three
the defendants and charges
were dropped against a fourth. Two
more defendants in the a me incident
will be tried in Williamson County
Circuit Court in Marion.
The defendants. were arrested Oct. 3
when several police agencies and
Southern
Illinois
Metropolitan
Enrorcement Group (MEG) agents
raided a rurai Carbondale home after
purchasing 100 pounds of marijuana for
534,000.
During questioning by State's
Attorney Howard Hood, MEG agent Joe
Mifflin sa id Jeffrey Bales,. 23, who lives
at Lakewood Park, took Mifflin from
the Marion, Holiday Inn to the Sav·Mart
parking lot where he told Mifflin to wait
until he went to the " stash house" to
pick up the marijuana.
Mifflin said a helicopter owned by the
Drug Enforcement Administration was
used to follow Bales to a house ofr Reed
Station Road near Sav-Mart. When
Bales returned, he was arrested with
100 pounds of marijuana and taken to
the Williamson County Jail.
Agents then obtained a search
warrant and went to the house where
Bales had been. Mifflin said that when
they arrived they saw Al Parker and
Elaine Shelton, both 26, sitting on the
front porch or the house with a loaded
pistol between them .
Mifflin said the agents served tjle
search warrant on Parker and
discovered 140 pounds of marijuana in
the kitchen and basement of the house.
They also seized a small quantity of
other drugs, drug paraphenelia, letters,
checkbooks and photographs linking
Parker, Shelton, and Charles Smith Jr.,
23, to the residence.
Mifflin said the pot was packed in
• burlap bags with the word " Colombia"
on them.
.
While the search was in progress,
Mifflin said, David Potter, 24, arrived
and asked what was going on. Mifflin
said' Potter consented to have his car
searched, after which agents-Cound a
scale in the trunk of the car. Potter said

Parker owned the scale and that he was
returning it.
.
; MEG agent Gerald Kobler testified
that Potter then consented to have his
residence searched and Signed a
consent to a search warrant. When
agents arrived at Potter's h.ouse,
located a short distance from Parker's,
they discovered another 2S pounds of
pot in similarly marked burlap bags.
Kobler said another woman at the
house was not arrested.
During cross examination, Potter's
attorney, Richard While, asked Kobler
ir glll!s were used to persuade Potter
to consent to the search. Kobler said
they were not.
Mter the search of Potter's house.
was concluded. Mifflin said, he stopped
at Parker's house agains because he
saw lights on. Smith, who was inside·
the house, was taken into custody at
that time.
.,
A sixth person, Robert Johnson. 28,
RI. 2 Carbondale, was also arrested
during the raid and taken to Williamson
County Jail.
After the testimony concluded,
Circuit Judge Richard Richman
entertained motions from defense
attorneys. Public Defender Cnarles
Grace, who is defending Smith, asked
that charges be dismissed for lack of
evidence that he lived at tbe house or
had knowledge of activities ttw.re.
Brockton Lockwood, representing
Parker, moved for dismissal of charges
because the prosecution had not proven
that Parker had knowledge of
marijuana at the house-: David Watt,
representing Elaine Shelton. also asked
that charges bE: dropped against her
because there was no evidence that she
lived at the house or had knowledge of
the marijuana. Richard White, attorney
for David Potter, asked that charges
against his client be dropped because
MEG agents did not have cause to
search his house and because the
testimony against Potter was
" incredible and unbelievable."
Richman denied three of the motions
but granted Watt's motion and charges
were dropped against Shelton.
A second motion by Grace, that bail
be dropped from $10,000 to $5,000 for
Smith, was denied because his present
address was uncertain.
Trial was set for the December
docket.

Man declared innocent
in laws~it . invol'v ing dog

Lauren Brill, frestvnan..,in business and a Phi' Sigma .Kappa ttle
sis1er, adds to the pire of -wood which is later to becornfi the
Hcmeccmlng Bonfire. The bonfire, which is part of a pep rally being
sponsored by the Phi Sigma Kappa fraternity, Is-scheduled to begin
Friday at 8:30 p.m. in the gravel parking .lot south of the Arena.
(Staff photo by Linda ~)
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By H. B. Koplowitz
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer
The case against one Murphysboro ,
man was dropped and testimony ended
ror another Thursday in a $250,000
lawsuit involving a dog named Sue.
The case against Guy Renzaglia,
director of the SIU Rehabilitation
Institute was dropped at .midday
Thursday when Circuit Judge Peyton
Kunce directed the jury to declare
Renzaglia innocent. Noting that there
was "not a scintilla of evidence" linking
Renzaglia to the case, Kunce made his
decision after the testimony of
Renzaglia's son Danny .
Testimony concluded in the case
against cartiondale Community Hildl
School rootball coach Thomas O'80yle
late in the afternoon. K\D'lce recessed the
proceedings \D'ltil Friday morning when
final arguments and motions will be
heard, after which the jury win.consider
its verdict.
.
. David E . Conrad, SlU history
proressor, sued O'80yle and Renzaglia
over an incident that occured March n ,
1974, at Lake Chatauqua subdiyision ,
wtaere the three ramilies.live.
.
Conrad's son Eddie, 14 years old at the
time, was driving a motorbike on a
publi.C . road in ' front · or Renzaglia' s
home that day when he ran ovt:r

,'.

O'Boyle's dog, Sue. The collision caused
Conrad to fall from the bike, break~
'n
hi;; leg. Mr. Conra~ sued Renzaglia ~n .
0 Boyle for neghgence for allow
their dogs to ru':l free.
.
CO!lrad ' s attorney, ~avid Uh~er,
admitted that Danny Renzagha s
testimony .played a ke~ role .m getting
the ca~ dropped againSt hIS rather..
Uhler SaId ~ had hoped that .~e 14-xear~ld Renzaglia would not testiCy, but that
It bec~me ~essary ~hen no on~ else
c.ou1d Identify ~ dogs m the-area at the
tune of the aCCident.
Renzaglia said he was playing
basketball with some friends near the
raod where 'Conrad was riding the
motorbike. Renzaglia placed the three
Renzaglia. dogs near or about the
basketball c;ourt. It was the O'Boyle's
dog, Sue, that was crossing . the road
it, Renzaglia
when Conrad ran in
said .
Renzagiia said the other dogs did not
chase after the bike, because Conrad
had driven by several times and the dogs
had gotten used to the n~ise.
Mr. Renzaglia said he was " annoyed,
embarrassed, and inconvenienced" by
the lawsuit. but that he was relieved by
Ute decision.
. .

SIU begins search
for chief fU'n d raiser
By Bonnie Gamble
Daiiy Egyptian Starr Writer

A searc~ committee has been formed
to find a director of development. a

~ffi~~o~f ~~slf~~i ~~r!~~~aaf:d ~~

SIU Foundation .
.
Georg~ Mace. vice president for
University relations. said Thursday the
sea~committee will meet this week to
see if The number of applicants can be
narrowed. Mace said the committee has
received 48 applicationS".
"U it's down toa managea_ble number ,
we ' ll attempt to begin interviewing
immediately," Mace said.
Director of development is a
nontenured position in the area of
University relations . The job
description says salary is subject to
negotiation .
but
$30.000
was
appropriated in the internal budget for
the position.
The director will be the chief fund
raiser and administrative officer for
development programs.
The position will begin Januar y 1.
August 15 was the closing date for
applications,
The director of development will deal
with all sources of support other than
those from state and federal agencies.
including alumni. corporations. general
purpose foundations and other
tndiv'iduals and friends of the
University.
Mace said the alumni and foundation
offices will report to the director, "In the

case of the foundation . it's not really
reporting . It·s a liaison with the
UniverSily (for the foundation>. " Mace
said.
.
Presently, Mace saidll the executive
director of the founWa!ion. Joseph
Goodman, is also the acting director of
development.
,
Members of the search committee are
Clarence Dougherty . director of camp~
services; R. H. Moy. dean of the School
of Medicine ; Frank Horton. vice
president for academic affairs and
research; Robert Gentry. vice president
for financial affairs ; Bruce Swinburne.
vice president for student affairs ; Hans
Rudnick. assoicate professor of
English . representing the Graduate
Council; John Guyon. associate vice
president for graduate studies and
research. and dean of the Graduate
School representing the Council of
Deans; Joe Moore. office manager of
student health prog!~ms. re~resenting :
the Civil Service Employees Council ;
Sam McVay. administrative director of
the
student
health
program.
representing the administrative staff
council; Mary Jo Welch. graduate
student in business administration.
representing the Graduate Student

~f~n~~~~~~~::~d'org:;:~~~~~ :l~~

Paul G, Schoen. represenling the
AJumni Association Board of Directors .
The Faculty Senate and Student
Government have not yet sent
representatives to the committee.

SIU-E president candidates
to be intervi_ewed by board
I

A special meeting of the SIU Board of
Trustees has been called by Ivan A.
Elliott Jr .• board chairman.

Turning tile oIlier clleek
George Jed Smock, traveling evangelist from Terre Haute, I nct,
stopped on campus Thursday to share some of his thoughts with

The board will meet in executive
session at the Marriott Hotel near
Lambert Airport in SI. Louis on
October 25 and 26.

students. Smock's somewhat theatrical presentation drew laughter
and jeers from some of the students who stopped to listen to him
near Faner Hall. (Staff photo by Linda Henson,)

Board members will be interviewing
candidates for the position of president

of the SlU-Edwardsville campus.
The acting president of SIU-E, Ralph
Ruffner. w~ appointed Oct. 14 at the
regularly scheduled board meeting in
East Sl Louis when acting president
Andrew Kochman resigned,
Ruffner was senior vice president for
planning and review at SIU-F, before
his appointment.

One new item acted on

A bsence -minded senate goes home early
By Bonnie Gamble
minute 'recess in hopes of having a
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer
quorum when the meeting resumed.
The Student Senate acted on obly one Failing that. the meeting adjourned.
item of new business Wednesday night
Half the senate membership plus one
before the meeting was adjoorned for constitutes a quorum.
The only item of new business passed
lack of a quorum.
The senators began their meeting at 8 before the meeting was adjourned was
p.m . with a discussion of absences and . the allocation of $105 to the SIU Public
what to do when senators leave during Relalions Club for conference
meetings. but no decision was reached,
registra,tion fees. The club was denied
, At 10 p.m ,. after several senators had $255 for transportation fee for the
gone. Don Wheeler. Student Gov - conference.
Much of the meeting was spent in
ernment vice president. called a five-

debate over a proposed finance
committee policy for the 1976.-77
academiC year. '
The senators debated over the
wording of the finance. committee policy
but did not approve it. However. they did
agree on a statement which requires
that " a statement of purpose,
guidelines and financial policy be
adopted , ~>, the Student Senate eacl! '
semester,
The senators received word from Tom
Jones. Student Government president,

that three bills had been vet~. Funds
that had been aUocated by-the Student
Senate to the SIU Engineering Club, to
the Community Affairs Committee, and
to Sigma Delta Chi , a professional
journalism SOCiety were disallowed by
Jones.
A new club the SIU Boxing Clui:> was
recognized by the senate. The club ·
h~ to participate in the Midwest
Intercollegiate Boxing Association's
tournament in January.

sian, exile Medvedev to speak at SIU
By Betty Boscia
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

Zhores l\Iedvedev. Russian molecular
geneticist and political exile from the
Soviet regi me. will de li ver two public
iectures at SIt on :\I onday ,
"The Moll'cular -'Aspects of Hum an
Aging" will be th(' topic· of :\Icdvede\ . ~
first lecture in Room 20 of the
.-\ gricu ltllr<' Building at 10 a.m. Tlie
econd discussion. oO _cie nce and
'ient ists in the C.S.S.H.... will be in
Davis Au di torium in the Wh am
Building at 4 p.m ,
~
:\Iedvede v. who jo ~ n e d author
'\le~df'r Solzhenitsyn in involuntary
exile three years ago. is a specialist in
the ge netic a pects of the aging

process, He developed the error theory
Since 1960 Medvedev has been
of aging (1960-62) and the theory ,of
actively involved in scientific freedom
ag ing rate control by gene ' repetition
<lnd civil rights in the Soviet Union, In a
processes ( 1971-72L
'number of essays. he argued against
Lysenko pseudobiology. postal and
i\Iedvedcv was born and educated in
genera l cens orship and against
the Soviet li nion a nd has authored 120
restrictions on scientific travel a nd
sc ie ntifi c pa pers in, ge netics.
international cooperation,
physio logy .
bioc hem.'s try
and
During a trip to England in 1973. ,
.gerontol ogy He has also \" 'lten three
~ l'ie nce texts and fi\'e science books for
:\I edvede\' \Va ' deprived of' his SO\'iet
citizenship for politica l reasons, He is
!!eneral reader"
a research scientist at the Genetic '
From 1963 to 1970 he served as 'chi'ef now
Division of the National Inst itute for
of th e Laborat ol'v of Mo\.ec ular
Medical
Research in London.
Radiology in binsk', From ~70 until
1972 he wa tlie sE!nior cient;i ,ar:the , Michael Glenny. visi ting research
Research Institute of Physiology and
associa te in the Center for Soviet and
Biochem istry of Farm Animals in the
East European Studies at SIU. said
'
Soviet Union,
Medvedev stands " considerably to the
('

,',

left" of such emigres as Solzhenitsyn,
although he said the two are friends.
Glenny said that in addition to
Medvedev's discussions on scienti!:c
tOPICS, dissident movement:. in the
Soviet Union is 'a !opic .of equal concern
in Medvedev's lectures,
Medvedev's twin brother. Roy, is a lso
a promi nent dissideflt in .Russia. He
publi s he an illegal undergrou nd
j ourna'i i Mo Oft"'" called " i!{)th
Centu ry ," according to Glenny.
!\tedvedev's S[ vi it is parI of .a'
leclur tour of the the nited tates.
His discuss ions will be sponsored by the
SJI Ce nt e r for Soviet and East
European Studies. the College - of
Science and the Departme nt of Political
Science.
Daily Egyptian. October 22. 1!'76. Page 3

For Preside·n t

Eugene McCarthyThe Daily Egyptian endorses Indepe'ldent
candidate Eugene McCarthy for President of the
United States.
In this election year. many voters are dissatisfied
with both major party candidates and their views.
Some may vote for the candidate they feel is the
lesser of two evils . Others will probably s tay hom e
on Nov. 2. But an alternative for the politically
disenchanted which shou ld be considered is the
candidacy of third party candidate . Eugene
McCarthy .
While Ford and Carter waste time trying to
convince voters who is the most moral or the m o.';t
forceful by slinging mud at each other. McCarthy
has been fighting for soundly based. concrete
proposals on his beliefs rather than upon winds of
public sentiment.
He continues his support of the Equal Rights
Amendment which he sponsored in 1965. He sees the
energy problem in the United States as
overconsumption of fuel and advocates acceleration
in solar energy development, mass transit projects
and more stringent environmental controls .
And while Ford and Carter modify their stands to
appease factions within their party, McCarthy has
come out in favor of total amnesty for those who
resisted partaking in the Vietnam war for moral
reasons, an increase in the excise tax for luxury
items, and a reduction in the work week to 35 hours
in order to redistribute employment.
It is argued that a vote for McCarthy as a third
party candidate would be a wasted vote, or that it
would have the effect of a vote for Ford.
The second argument assumes that anyone
interested in supporting McCarthy would otherwise
vote for Carter. But this isn't necessarily true.
People may vote for McCarthy instead of Ford, or
more likely, may vote for McCarthy instead of not
voting at all A voter who makes a choice on the
basis of whom he least dislikes isn't truly anybody's
supporter and, as such, can' t be counted as a lost
vote. In fact, we feel that a vote for the lesser of two
evils IS a wasted vote.
.

The coritention that a vote for McCarthy is a
wasted vote is also unfounded. Orie major reason for
voting for McCarthy is the effect his proposals-may
ha ve on the programs of other parties. The goal
would not be for McCarthy and hi$ followers to
become a s trong third part y. but rather to exert real
influence in American politics. Historically. this is
the effec t third parties have had on Presidential
e lections.
The Populist Party which formed in 1891 grew out
of a social reform movement of farmers and workers
who supported such things as direct election of
senators. eig ht·hour work days and the secret ballot.
Although the Populist Party candidate did not win in
the 1892 elections. the major parties - out of an
instinct for survival-adopted the Populist platform .
They saw the people's demand for a change manifest
itself in the populist movement and changed
accordingly .
Today, people complain about the lack of choice
between the two parties and are disenchanted with
what the parties have to offer. But instead of
demanding change or partaking in a political
movement, fhey throw up their ' hands exclaiming
"What's the use?" McCarthy offers a means to
effect a change in our political system .
Although we realize it is unlikely McCarthy will
win in November, a sizeable showing for a third
party candidate could jolt the two parties into
realizing that people want more than what is being
offered to them, such as an increase in alternative

energy development, an equitable justice system,
improved and effective social welfare programs for
our people, a revamping of the military an!!
industrial complex, and a revitalized'political system
that does not subordinate the "elfare of the people to
our standing in the arms race.
It is time for Americans to express a unified voice '
.of protest against an unfeeling, disaffected political
system which is more concerned with maintaining
the status quo than with finding dynamic,
progressive leadership.
If McCarthy presents a sizable showing in the
November elections, win or lose, the benefits derived
from 'his candidacy will be enough to show the
present power structure that Americans are ready
for a long needed change. Make your voices heard in
the loudest way possible.
Vote for McCarthy on Nov. 2.

Fo! governor

James Thompson
We endorse Republican James R. Thompson for
.
governor of IllinOIS.
Thompson, while serving as U.S. attorney for
Northern Illinois , proved himself to be politically
independent by his prosecutions of both Democratic
and Republican public officials accused of
wrongdoing.
Thompson's lack of experience in elective politics
has been mentioned ,as a negative factor in his. bid for
the statehouse. We don 't think it is. Political
experience is not necessarily a guarantee of good
government.
Not many ~Iear-eut differences seem to ~xist
between Thompson and his major oppoiftmt ,
Democrat Michael Howlett. Their stands on many
issues are similar, such as efficiency in government,
support of a "sunset law" for state agencies and a
more equitable welfare system. The only majot
differences between Ufem as far as issues are
concerned are on abortion and the legalization of
marijuana. Howlett favor s a constitutional ban on
abortion, while Thompson is apparently willing to let
the SUP."~!'Re Court deciSion on -abortions standcontra~ns of the national party platforms in each
case.
Howlett and Thompson are both against the'
legalization of marijuana ; however, Howlett favors
decriminalization for possession of small amounts,
while Thompson is against it because be feels the
voters of ~ois generally are against it.
This is
peaitive Aactor (or Thompsolr-bis
willingness-fo perceive wbat the wishes of the people
are in certain matters and defer to them.
'lbompiOD represents, we think, a change in Dlinois

politics-a truly independent politician. However, we
look upon Thompson's independence with some
reservations remembering all too well the campaign
of Daniel Walker. who presented himself as a
political Messiah to the voters and became a major
-

d~~~~~~~~orthright on many issues, and 'doesn't
appear to have the insenSitivity to ethics that Howlett
appears to have. The Republican candidate does have
shortcomings. His law and order stance seems to be
somewhat harsh, and his recen( propensity to turn,
around on issues such as school funding is disturbing.
He has also shown an indication to let things slide in
his two-year term, as Howlett has. Of CotJr$(!, the twoyear term itself is an invitation to immobilize state
government.
But Thompson has run a truly energetic campaign,
in contrast to Howlett's. Thompson went to the people
first, while Howlett settled f9r organization dinners.
The issue of Richard J . Daley in this,gubernatorial
campaign has been caUed overrated. We don 't think it
is, especially where downs~te voters are concerned.
Howlett cannot escape the fact that he is the handpicked candidate of the Mayor of Chicago, or that he ·
'was noticeably reluctant to run.
.
.
A governor who need not answer to Richard Daley
,is definitely an a°d-va age t the people of Southern \
Illinois.
.
For these reasons, we feel that James Thompson
has earned the opportunity to sit in the Governor's
chair. If the two-year term bas the potential -f or
immobilizing state government, it also gives WI a
chance to reevaluate Thompson. if necessary, in half
the usual amount of time.
W~ vote for James R. Thompson.
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not the time to support a third party

By H.B. Koplowitz
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer
Manv see the elections this year as boring and
lacking in substance. I disagree. Not only is there a
choice between a conservative. Gerald Ford. and a
liberal. Jimmy Carter. but there is also the option of
voting for a third party candidate. Eugene
M<.'Carthy.
I will not pretend that the choice is an easy one. I
shall only describe the processes I went through to
decide to vote for Jimmy Carter and leave you to
make up your own mind.
The decision this year is really a double decision:
Is there a significant difference between the
candidates of the two major parties. and is a vote for
McCarthy's third party candidacy going to make a
difference in ,the electoral process in the future?
In arriving at my own conclusion on the matter. I
first considered the relatively easy matter of the
unacceptability of Gerald R. Ford.
Ford. The man that supported and later pardoned
Nixon. A supporter of the Vietnam War who as
President almost got us involved in Angola. The man
that spearheaded the drive to impeach former
Supreme Court Justice William O. Douglas. An
unexciting leader whose only perceivable domestic
policy to date has been the veto.
The second consideration I made was Jimmy
Carter. As the election nears. many are saying they
do not trust the smiling man who says he will never
tell a lie. They are turned off by what they perceive
as Carter's lust for power and his willingness to say.
do, and be seen with anyone just to be elected.
Liberal voters are a fickle breed. Sometimes it
seems that what they require from their candidates
is a uncompromising philosophy that prohibits them
from being elected. .
It was not so long ago that Carter was calling for

sweeping new programs in the areas of social
welfare. medical care. tax reform and defense.
Carter's liberal ideas and openness in intervil'ws has
gotten him in trouble too many times to bl' merely a
campaign ploy.
Now that Carter is coming out · with conservativl'
statements durin~ the final fren.zied moments of the
campaign. people should realize that if whateVl'r a
politician says should be taken with a grain of salt ,
then that goes double during the last two weeks of a
campaign.

'Viewpoint
:: ::::::::: ::::::::::;:::::::::: ::: :::::::::: ::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::=::::::.:::::::::::::::::.:::.:.:.::::::::~:::.: ::::::::::::.:.:::::::,::.:::

Neither Ford nor Carter wants to take a chance on
alienating a single voter at this juncture. and neither
is going to unveil a controversial program now.
But Carter has in the past been the more
progressive sounding of the two, and , I. for one.
believe that he is more likely to follow through With
some innovative policie than Ford after the election
is over.
The most difficult decision was the conclusion that
a vote for McCarthy would not significantly change
the present political system nor add to the viabilit.y
of a third party. Furthermore, a vote for McCarthy IS
a vote for Ford. if one assumes a split in the liberal
vote is an asset for the President. .
The McCarthy campaign has every step of the way
shown how corrupt the . two-party system has
become, and where it should be changed. The place
to start is the campaign financing law which gives
the Democrats and Republicans an advantage that
can be measured in millions of dollar's. State laws

Don't know why, but we'll survIve
By Arthur Hop~
Chr~ide Features Syndicate
The slender young m~n in overalls stood in tlie
c:enter of the sidewa,lk, head back. shouting. I didn 't
hsten to what he had to say .
Ten years ago, I would have listened. Fifteen years
ago ~Would have drawn a crowd . But now the
ss
x rtly skirted around' IJim, not noticing,
.
all, there are many more crazies on
. ~e streets hese days.
I don't know why.
I was on my way to lunch irt'a fancy restaurant with
some well-off friends from New York. The woinan
talked of how she rode her horse in Central Park every
day.
"But I always carry a can of Mace," she said, "and
I only ride at 7 in the morning. The police told me that
was the safest time. A lot of people have been pulled
from their horses. , It's getting worse, but.. ... She
stopped. I could feel her fear and frustration. It's easy
to (eel another'S fears these days. There are so many
more brutal muggings. I'm not sure why.
The man was an economist. He talked of how the
British pound would continue to decrease in value and,
consequently, of how the British, no matter how hard
they worked, would grow poorer and poorer. He talked
of how a world-wide deJ!l'ession would inevitably
of

-~t c~ri
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fOUO;":;::t~o~~ e~d1! ~~k~ o:'~dc::rdid:.t
know. there seem to be more problems these days to
which no one has a solution. '
~ don't k~why.

Back at the office, I talked to a young man about
politics. He said his generation was interested in
politics. "It's like a game," he said. But he probably
wouldn't bother 0 vote. "What good would it do?" he
asked.
In the mail was a letter from myoId friend, Helen
JoneS. "I used to be apathetic about Ford and
Carter," she wrote. "But now I'm definitely against
both of them."
I thought how well she summed up the attitude of
so many of my generation toward this campaign.
People seem far more ' cynical about everything
these days. I'm not sure why.
.
On the way home, the radio was talking of another
senseless shooting. There are.so many more senseless
shootings these days.
.
I tried to imagine what a man who shoots down an
unarmed stranger on the street must feel. Rage?
Hatred? Or i$.it the ultimate in nihilism - the ultimate
in who-giv~a-damn-about-anybody- or-anything?
At any 1troment a bullet could splinter my
windshield and .. .But why? I don't know why.
At home. we talked of other things. We talked of
where a little girl I lo.v e might go to college some day
and where we . t move some day. And tomorrow I
will go to the nursery as p1aMed to pick out the bulbs
for next spring' flowers.
And I sudde"'~ed tllat while I often talk of
world comilag apart at the seams, I lion't really
believe it. I really believe that somehow we will
muddle tbi'ough again. I really believe that.
r1 don't know why.
• c

should also be- changed that obstruct third party
candidates or prohibit independents who have not
gone through the sham of a state nominating
convention from placing their names on' the ballot.
But would a vote for McCarthy change any' of tilat?
Unless he were elected it would not. And the
symbolism of the McCarthy vote is a foregone
conclusion even among most who plan voting for
him.
The way to change the electoral process is to
demand that the eleered legislators change the
existing laws to allow third party candidates equal
funds, equal time. equal coverage and equal
consideration by the voters.
I
The McCarthy phenomenoQ. fits the classical
definition of most third party mbvements; a splinter
off a. major party (Democrats), a personalistic or .
dissident hero, a one issue platform (in 1968 the
Vietnam War), and a temporary movement.
Since the war ended, McCarthy has broadened his
platform to include other issues, but it is still the
force of his personality that holds the movement
together. .
Indeed, McCarthy has made no attempt to create a
third party and has remained an independent
candidate. When McCarthy's political life ends, so
will end the life of his so~alled third party.
The question of whether it is worthwhile to vote
symbolically in this election is especially important
for Illinois voters. Illinois is a swing state with many
important electoral votes, and the race is too close to
call.

.

Is taking a chance on laymg the groundwork for a
- possible liberal third party worth handing the next
four years to a man who will do little to change. the
nowhere course America is presently on?
If the problem with Carter is that we do not know
where he stands, the problcm with Ford is that WEY
do. The problem with McCarthy is that he is not
going t2 be elected.
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by Garry Trudeau

. \ "CAR WASH: ....where, between.the
hours of.9 and 5anything tan nappen... .
( and usually does!

"ALL THE PRESIDENT'S MEN"

"tAl WAS~'~~uest ~tars fran~l~n Ajale •~eorle Carlin
~rofessor Irwin torel • Ivan ~ixon •Antonia farlas •lorraine ~arl
Jac~ le~oe •tlarence Muse •Ue 'Dinter Sisters .llitbr~ 'rl~
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FREE 'CAR WASH' AI..JIU\Mt AND T-SHIRTS
FOR LUa<Y · PATRONS TONIGHT AT ALL
PERFORMANCES! ALSO COUPONS GOOD
FOR A FREE CAR WASH COURTESY OF OUR
FRIEN)S AT THE 'MOTOR VALET CAR
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605 E. GRAND
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SPECIAL BARGAIN CAR WASH ON
SUNDAY IN THE SALUKI LOT!
'Members of Alpha Phi Omega service
fraternity will wash cars in the Saluki
parking lot on Sunday from 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. for ONE DOLLAR per car! All
pl"O(eeds go to local charities. Free 'Car
Wash' albums. T-Shirts and passes will be
given .away !very hour!
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taU, reserved aJl!l publicity-sby like
HUlhes,
a
newcomer wbo
nevertheless fits rilht in on the
eilhi-member board.
He was named chairman Ava. 4 in
a move merai~ int~ts of Summa
manaler. With heirs of HU!lhes .
Lummis is also court-apPOinted
custodian of , all Summa stock
pendinl settlement of HUlhes '
estate.
Sed~rberl
sa.ys
Summa

others are - -

Sedfrbera iin't· commential OIl
what those plans are-in line with
Hughes' and Summa executi vea'
~~nt for secrecy. .
,
While Summa operations appear
now ' to be pnly slilhtly cbanged
since l;Iulhes' death, major
revampi~1 c!luld result in the
- corporation. Summa owns hotel casi~, a helic~~~ firm , an ai!'I.~

re~I~;:Sma::tWOr~1 OII,p!~~~:~~ . ~~:,:~ O~:I::..e:Pe~!:~evlSlon
businesl!ess." Many of the plans
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that a
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A Music Break ; II
leven; noon-Radio
at Kittyhawk ;"
News; I p.m.rt ; 4 p.m .-All
dered ; 5 :30 p.m .Air ; 6:30 p.m.-WSIU
Revisited; 7:30
Wilder and Friends :
sings Rodgers and Hart;
- Earplay. "Man and
by George Bernard
30 p.m.-WSIU NEWS; 11
tsong;
2a . m .-reques t ca II 453-4343.

__ probate"" 11ft tIIrouP ~
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death IIId detamiDe wbIcb. II 811)'.
is valid aad wbo the~ bein are.
For the momsl, "HuIba' haDdia
sti1I atnaaIY felt at SUmma," .aye
Sederbera- "And tboIe-wIiO nm tbe
company don ' t . want to I.,.e the
value of ' Howa-rd HUlbel~his
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of estate tax,.ea by the IRS llaiDBt
HUlhes' heirs could force sale of
some of the propertiell, whicb...,
include extensive IIIId IIoIdiDp in
Nevada and Soutbem California.
Summa is not tryina to establisb a
value-for the asseats , which have
been said to be worth $2.5 bil1iOll or
more.
OneSummasourcesaysthedollar
value could be listed as low as $1
biUion . The IRS will review the
~I~:;~tion in determininl its tax
Even more

were formulated by HUlhea. But
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1L'i . Storyville-the play moves as _
slow as a brand name ketchup in
introducing the main characters.
But thats really a plus. since the
characters are so wacky it takes a
while to get used to them .
There's an old codger from way
out wesl who believes he is really
Jess ie James . Rick Plummer
portrays this rootin-tootin cowboy
s ix-gun-shoot"m -up style.
Plummer doesn t rely solely on
the wiUy lines Allen has created for
him . Instead. he uses facial and
body gestures that add to the action.
Allen gives Plummer the line
which more or less summarizes the
plot. SpOk-eii near the erid· of the
third act. Plummer. talking about
hi s life. sa ys . .. Story needs
remembering. I've got to tell it. or
else it'll be forgotten ."
An entire section of a city is dying

:~~i~hetf:e~~:C ~hof~~~~~~.it ;:;:
characters orten ramble. telling
wistful little tales of their past life.
This rambl~ng is necessary 10 the
plot. yet creates boredom for an
audience sfarved for action.
The Iiule action supplied is from
the old codgers s idekick. a young
boy. played by Hobert Shreve. who
is somewhat lacking in mental
efficiency. His epileptic s eizure
ends the first act with a s park of
excitement and his !wa d injury
makes for a gory s econd act
curtain.
An abundance of profanity is
sprayed around the stage by the

r£~:~::esG~i)~S~a!~ r.i~:~~~
(Kathy Raulston) and Conti (Sheila •

Colvin> .
All of them are pretty wicked
women with stories to tell of the

Friday

paths that led them to prostitution_

For instance, Conti frankly states,
"I've done it with myoid man,
brother, kids in the street .
_
sometimes for a penny, sometimes
for nothing."
Their gutter ~ is justified
by their prot_iem in wilicb a mere
descriptiem of a tough day .t work.
uses Ianguqe never heard from •
IlIIrse or- w81trea_
"Storyville" is the Southern
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hlack Jheater: its past

This Is the first in a two-part
series (II blad< theater at SI U. This
article deals with its history, and
part two, In SaturdaV's paper, will
dea I with the present status of black
theater at SI U-Edltor's ~e.
The white spotlight hit the stage
dissolving . the darkness and
revealing a lone actor whose face
did not brighten after the spotlight
hit it, .,
The Kutana Plavers had arrived.
SI U' s first black theater group was
breaking the racial barriers th.,t
had kept tilt> spotlight off of tilt>
black race for many years.
It was a cool . wet November night
in 1971 when the Kutana (meaning
"to break away " in Swahili )
Players prem iercd three plays
dealing with tilt> black experience.
All three plays pelted tilt> audienct'
as hard as the sleet that was hitting
the Cisne Theater roof.
The Kutana Plavers evolved out
!I. a need for black students to be
represented on tilt> SIU stage. and
represented in a manner they could

accept.
The group. under the guidance of
Ralph Eugene Green . a graduate
student in theater. set goals to
present
shows
accurately
portraying the black lifestyle .
Kutana felt that tilt> lack of a black
theater at SIU deprived not only the
black community. but the white as
well since one race could not
understand the o ther with
inaccurate images being played.
Like the successful black theater
movement of the &l's and 70's on
Broadway.
Kutana
quickly
dispelled black stereotypes created
'by a predominantly white theater.
The four typecasts included: I.
Uncle Tom : 2. the Buffoon (or
Sambo): 3. the Black Beast: and 4.
the Tragic Mulatto.
The SJU theater department. until
1971. offered few worthWhile roles
Cor black actors. There were plenty
0{ Aunt Jemima roles. maids and
butlers. but nothing that attempted
to portray the black man as he was.

Green and the Kutana Players set
out to change this by prooucing
quality
plays ' written
by
contemporary black writers and
presenting them Cor both students
and the black community. This
way. the blacks could reform
attitudes of . themselves and also
attitudes of other races.
But obstacles had to be overcome
before the black theater could move
forward. Green contacted the SIU
theater department and made
arrangements to let the Kutana
Playl'f's hold auditions in Cisne
Theatre. a small auditorium located
in Pulliam Hall.
Then. monetar\' aid had to be
ga mered. The pla'yers received S200
from tilt> Black Student Union and
S500 from the theater dt'partment
The Kutana Plav'ers first
performanct' began N·ov. 8. 1971
with three one· act plays ' "The
Gentleman Caller ." " Contribution."
and " The First Mi lita nt Minister."
The Daily Egyptian did not
review the trilogy. and there is no
record 00 file to attest to the succt'ss
or failure of the Kutana Players
other than a thesis by Eugene Green
in which he notes the theater as
being packed with enthusiastic
blacks from the campus a nd
community.
Many of the older blacks viewing,
Green wrote, admitted that the
plays had been their first exposure
to theater which realistically

showed American blaclis.
black '8IIiI. white Caculty
members came the judgement that
the occasion was the besl theater
experience they had had since their
arrival in Carbondale.
the next production. " EI Hajj
Malik" about the life of Malcolm X.
was planned. The play was a
turning point for Kutana because it
accomplished many of the goals
they had set for themselves earlier
in the year.

From

Malcolm X's lifestory gave the
black people a leader who the\'
could identify with. It also proved to
those who had seen
earlier
product ions that Kutana 'could
present consistent quality theater.
This 'time the Daily Egyptian did
review the Kutana Plaver" s
production and had this to' say.
"There are so many fine. strong
touches to thL. production that any
kind of praise isn' t praise enough.
Green and company have scored a
knockout as thrilling as it is
terrifying and as truthful as it is
monumental theater."
One more production. " Dream on
Monkey Mountain. " was to follow
but due to a grea ter need for black
theater in the St. Louis area. the
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s tage at SI U -C dark.

The spollights would not Iighl the
darkened stage for the following
four years.

Jellies and fruit Sutters
",.d. with
fr .. h fruit
eltd hOIt.y
P .. eh 8utt.r, 'h.rry 8utt.r,
Strawb.rry 8utt.r eltd ",or.

Mr. Natural·s
102 I . .Ieek,olt 10-6 MOIt.-Set. 12-5 SUit.

Informal, Relaxed Festival
Seating

J.T.S.
and

T. Hart Trio
for Homecoming
Tomorrow 8 p.m
. Tickets go on sale 9 a.Dl. tomorrow
'L

at th; South Lobby Ticket Office.
$1.50; no reserved seats

h"ve
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Musical joy given ,to 'crowd
by ~ Nitty Gritty Dirt Band
By D. Leoa Felli
8mcIeD~ Writer

The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band
walked on the Marion Civic Center
stage last night. 45 minutes late.
and launched into · "Cosmic
Cowboy." It was well worth the
wail
"Cosmic Cowboy" was followed

::r,,:~::~~~~' ·~~f.!?shC~~?
featuring some fine harp by Jimmie

~~~~~s~~~r ;;thJa!~fenoClaar~d
Synthesizer in a Country band?
Well. the Dirt Band is not a typical
Country ·Rock band.
A lilting Raggae time. "Mother
Earth Provides Home" followed
with John McEuen riffing away on
mandolin. is hardly the usual
Jamaican instrument. either.
Mter the Raggae the band took
the highly enthusiastic audience
through some expert Bluegrass
renditions ,' such as "Rocky Top"
and "Going' Downtown" during
which Jeff Hanna brQUght the crowd
to it's feet with a spirited
washboard solo.
John McEuen then came on alone
annooncing. "I'm goin' to do a few
banjo numbers . while they (the
band) go to the dressing room and
do a number." McEuen then
launched into a long. rambling
m~oIogue about a Georgia fiddle
player called. "Whipporwill" then
closed his portion or the show with
some. finely -wrought
banjo
va nations.
The band returned and did their
~J,. ~nown hit single. " Jamaica
1ben it was near pandemonium

with the crowd on their feet
clapping and dancing in the aisles.
!IS the band blazed through "Bayou

Orleans" and " Diggy. Diggy 1,0. "
McEuen pranced to and fro across
the stage playing hot fiddle licks
that woold have make a Cajun
prood
Arter a standing ovati(ln the band
returned for one encore and led the
crowd in an inspiring s ing-along
version ol " Will The Circle Be
Unbroken."
'They all sing well. except McEuen
who plays fiddle. mandolin. steel.
nat -top guitar and banjo with
consummate skill. John bi ble. the
<;:Quntriest-pickin' black man !'ver.
plays g uitar . grand piano.
synthersizer and bass. whenever
bassist John Cable plays guitar.
Add this versatllity of talent to
their unusual ability. to transfer
their musical joy to their audience ,
and the Dirt Band stacks up as one
ol the . finest Progressive Country
bands 10 the entertainment business.

LOOK
for
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THE BENCH
$2.95
includes potato. slaw
and garlic bread.

eon.-.. cIInMr .......
pIzza,-~

.nd bIIr . . . . . . nIghIty.

THE BENCH

.crou from &be
COUJ1bGaae in M'boro
Private Party Rooms
Available
LIVE
ENTERT AINMENT
Friday
&

Saturday nights
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Kick off your before and after game par;y with:

FISH, FISH, FISH! !
aD you ~an eat.
Every Friday Dight

CIW LIGHTS

"-...,
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Plenty of cold "Rickies" and "Mad Dog"
Available in pinf sizes

Birthday Sale

ACortiIy RoMANcE i'4 ~0MiME

ft

Pre-Game Speci'al
SCHNAP"S-SLOE GIN
HALF~PINTS -20% off reg.

\~
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Artist's works
will go on display
in the Allyn Gallery. Allyn Building
from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. Friday.
Segall, a native of New York City.
has exhibited in a number or shows
in Carbondale and Soothern Illinois
and presently has a display in the
Elizabeth Stein Gallery in St Louis.
His art is a blend of realism and
sune abstractioo with "humanist
«ientation." A number or his works
deal with local Carbondale subject
matter.
The show will be open from 10
~m. to 4 p.m. Oct. 25 through Oct.

~~,y

~
L_,," ~,~;'~L

JUbillee." "The Battle Of New

Ken Segall, a senior in art. will
have prints and drawings on display

LlQUO~G . STORE
.~ S.I.U. V5. N.I.U.

*ALL

SALE BEER

ICE COLD .
No UnIt On Sale Itema
Hours: Fri. & Sat. 8:00 a.m.-l:oo a.m.
'Sun. 11:00 p.m.-11:oo p.m.
Sale Good Fri. 11'1", Sun ..

tO$ N. Washington
457-2721

Student Work office jobs amilable
w:r~~::I~~~~n~~Onbii:~:~S~~d~b! ()fJ~cb.; a~~l.!eH:!I'~. ~.rd20~oOr. ~:~~ra~~1::~ t~~~eh~; .:~

Office of Student Work and
Clerical. typing . necessary-two block or more.
Financial Assistance.
openings . morning hours ; one
MisceJlaneous-one opening. map
To be eligible, a student must be opening. afternoon hours ; one room. must be a geOgraphy major.
enrolled full·time and must have a opening, general office work . 12 hours weekJy to be arranged; one
current ACT Famil~ Financial minimal typing, 10 a .m .·2 p.. m. or opening , key punch operator.
noon·2 p.m ; one open ing. office experience preferred. prefer
:a~~k~ ~npf~~. ~:PS:~~~~\~~~~' manager.
good office skills. 10 hou!'3 someone who may be slaying for the
weeJdy.to be arranged ; one opening. ·spring semester. morning hours ;
clerical. sophomore or junior. must
have good grade avera{C-,-past ~~ho: ~::oooro~i~~~h~::1 ~~~~

Career Plaiming
slates interviews
with three firms.

YOUR

1m' TEQUILA lUX

The following are on-<:ampus job

interviews scheduled at Career
Planning '" Placement Center for
this
week.
For
interview
appointments and additional
information, interested st udents
should- visit the center located at
Woody Hall Section B. Room B204.
Friday

McDonnell Douglas Corp .. SI. Louis.
MO : Research. design. and
development engineering for
aircraft and missile systems.
Prefer to interview upper 50 per
cent of the class. Majors: BS in
electrical sciences and systems'
engineering. electrical engineering
technology . U.S. citizenship
required.
Arthur Young '" Co.. CPA·s. SI.
Louis. MO: Refer to Thursday.
Naval Surface Weapons. Silver
Springs. MD : Chec"k with
Placement Center for their rieeds.

,,aI'ORTED F~
GOLD

M.EX.CO

SILva

~\)~~El
T.£q"'1A

CM"l~3 Presents
THI

ANDREA TRUE CONNECTION
Hit Sinel.
"Mor., Mor., Mor."

Monda.y, Tue.day
Nov. 1, Nov. 2
Two Show. Nightly
7 and 10:30 p.m.

$4.00 advance
price includes
$5.00 at the door one free drink
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT:
5.1. Bowl
Sohn's (campus 8, Mqll)
PI~za Records
Zwick's (Marion & Hemn)
Union Jack .bt Pants (Mall & Mt. Vernon)

~~~-.C::';'~OC.'.d I" ,It. ~~ ~~
..cr••,'o" C.,,'.r
'
N.w .,. 13 C.r'.rylll., III.
9'5-3755
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JEWELRY SHOW
You and you'r friends
are cordially invited to
attend a specia, showing
of aufhentic scrimshaw
'oosic and wa Irus tusk
jewelry.
Friday and Saturday Only
Oct. 22 and Oct. 23.

A factory representative
will be in the
Jewelry Department
from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
to assist yoU. "

Stop in today oncl see ~h;s d;st;nct~ve iewe/~y.

,

I
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Safety.tmiilyst
cites rub- on campus
-.
. .-

"8ICOM.' WHM YOU

./

By GtIII -.....
...., £uIiIIM ... WrtIer
. A IGIaI ~ 2'10 accidents occurred
. on campus in September. an
awralle ~ nine accidents each day.
[)spite this, Oliver K. Halderson.
University safety ,oftIcer; sa~ he
doesn't agree with the adage
"accidents will ~ppen,"
"People cause accidents, as a
rule," he said in an interview
Monday: Yet Halderson added that
he doesn'l believe an "accidenlprone" individual really exists.
Perhaps his outlook on what

log in the trail around Lake-on-u.eCampus, a snapped brake and.mOSl
frequentJ;y, avoiding or colliding
with a pedestrian or car.
"I keep saying we oughl 10 have
more bicycle paths," Halderson
said "The green palhs aren' l
hardly worth anything. They don't
ad ,a~where. "
.
InjUries
resuillng
from
inlramural sports are also common,
Halderson said No equipment and
poor grounds cause a 101 of scrapes
and sprains , he said.
Halderson periodically inspects

I'

I

A Free Lecture
on
,
by Christian Science
,

accident. or a potentiaUy hazardous
area, he ~riles a report to "brillg il
to everybody's allention."
' .

Harold Rogers of Rome. ....,
Monday, Oct. 25' . 8 p.m.
in
JV\orris 'Library Auditorium

One major' project he has
requested is t.he construction of a
new feed center at the University
Farms. The " dilapidated "
building now there poses a risk. he
said
Halderson also meets with 35 to 40
departmental safety officers every
thrl'C months. These safely officers,

~u:s~~:~:niss::\)::~=t:: ~~a~i~utr~ ~m~~' I~r~~:~~,~ ' ~:y ffn~~~t~a~t~ ~:~~ ~:I~
the cabinet behind his desk. It savs
"Pay Attention. "
•
As safety officer. Halderso'n
. receives and tabulates on campus
accident reports from the Health
Scrviee. Scaltered on his des k are
typed
reports
containing
September's accident sta tistics ,
enumerated down to the last
abrasiun and bruise.
Many colleges simply total their
accidents and leave it a! that
"without keeping mucH of a
record;" Halderson said,
The safety office used to publish
quarterly reports on accidents, but
that practice was discontinued
because of a lack of interest,
Halderson said,
A safety officer at SIU for al most
14 years, Halderson does compi le
monthly figures on accidents, Such
statistics are imporlant in spolting
trends and pinpointing losses, he
said
Of the Z10 Septembt'r accidents,
252 of the victims were students and
18 were employes. The s afety office
does not differe nt iatl' among
student workers , facuitv and s taff in
, its file of l'mploy,,' accidents .
Student workers injured on the job
arc treated as E'mplnyes, Ihllderson
said
Cuts ane! falls arf' the m~t
frequent types "I' accident s, \\'hill'
chern ist TV laboratories and food
service ,lreas arc tht-' most frl'<lut'nt
si tes or accidenL" h,' SOlie!,
BiCYc\L'S are perhaps tm' leading
ca use or acciden ts a t this lime nf the
ve.tr and are onl'

or

something that caused it, ' he said
After checking the site of an
.

to their departments and make
suggestions , of their own, he said,

HAPPY' HOURS
1 1 a.m.~7
'p.m.r
.
.2 5~ draft beer
'Ladie 5 fi'r st draft'
free .
60~ mix'e d drinks
Bacardi

Write for free information- without obligation,
Glenmary Missioners, Room S-29
Box 46404, Cincinnati . OH 45246

Ilalder!'Oon's

Na me _

chil'f cnnl','rn, . t'h,'('king th .... ugh
Ih(' Slack (\1 green ,,("doenl I"l'pnrl:--

Jim Beam
Lord calvert

_ Ag e _

11

Address

from Sep telllb,'r , Halckrsllo found
:J8 bicvcI,· at'l' Ie!l'nts fur thai month,
The cau s es of the bi('\' c le
accidents listed nn the rc'pnrl
includ{.~ 1 a b,:ok,'n ehain, s kidding
on wet pavement or /;1';1\'('1. hilling a

Smirnoff
Gordon's Gin
Passport

City

Anniversary
Sale
October 22 & 23rd
MU8ic: Shop
(618) 457-8321

3/$12

Free
food

and
:

~

······i;·~;·;;..~-;;~~·~·····i

dtjnk

FREE
:
Yamaha FGl158.Gaitar aad case :
1217 value
' " :

wfille

....••...•••..•...•..........•.••.•...•
AU 'Striag Sets - 30% off - 2t different braads

Recorders and Kalimbas - 30%. off
Barcu Berry - P reAmps, Tran due rs ,
H t [ t, - _0° 0 oil - fr (' ill! ta llat i 11 _

* Any 3 single LP's for
* price
sOc off marked
on double LP's
* our·
New Shipments--daily stock is

it ,
lasts!
;', Friday
. and

bul~

Satur~ay

.,.-.
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Pa~elistS "e~rihe' lJ~tler
as... tra.
by his own ' po~e.r
_.p ped
. ,
,

,~

By Grea ........
.,.... ..".... . . tr

suffered defeat during WOrld War 'l •
and failed 10 e~tablishing . a
FasciSt leader Adolph Hitler was democratic government, Hitler
a man trapped in his own power, became a symbolic. unifying
said Donald Detwiler, associate messiah w~ development 0( a
proffSSOr 01 hialory, during a panel diabolical system 01 ritual and
discussion rec~nt1y in )'dorris ideology seemed to be the answer to
Libtary Auditorium .
" alleviate the defeat that was
'The discussion, "Perspectives on interpreted as humiliation. " he
Hitler," explored how Hitler and the said
National
Socialist
ideology
Moore. who served in the
influenced Germany during World
Pentagon as Top Sa' rei Control
War II.
The four panelists: Harry T. Officer in the Air Force during the
Moore, professor of English : Peter war, ' explained how National
A. Munch, professor of sociology : Socialism affected various writers
Detwiler : and Carroll L . Riley . remaining in Germany. and how
proffSSOr of anthropology described exile changed those who left .
the enigma of Hitler from the points
of view of their respective
Riley , who confessed fie had never
been _to Germany, described how
disciplines.
·1
the
19th century folklore and the
Mer a brief summary of Hitler's
rise to power. Detwiler described Aryan myth became bases of
the persona Iity oC the dicta tor Hitler 's racist. pseudo·scientific
through the memoirs oC Swiss ideology.
historian Carl Berkhart.
The combination of a 19th-eentury
Berkhart. who was a member in
the League of Nations and had colonization of European nations
personally negotiated with Hitler. and century old traditions which
Cound it odd "How it was that Hitler also involved excessive nationalism
would adapt his actions to changing led to a necessity to rationalize
circumstances. yet in doing so. increasing ruthiess behavior. Riley
would simultaneously divest said
himself of freedom oC choice.
despite the great power he possesed,
that also possesed him ." Detwiler
said
AnOlher pers~tive was offered
by Munch who viewed Cirst -hand
the Nazi experience as a student at
the University oCHalle in Germany
and la ter as a prisoner in a
concentration camp during the
German occupation oC Norway in
t940.
Munch said eVt'n though he has
had personal experll'nce with the
Nazis . he is Crust rated bv his
exper ience: b<-{·a use. he sa'id " I
repea ttodly found it impossible to
communicate the horrors of m'y
experience in such a way that it is
understandable to tnose who have
some distance from it."
Munch said he saw a religious
aspect to the Nazi movement as it
progressed. To Germans who had

... .. . . .. . .
The
A -D lerleo'o Tap
Relax and enioy

The New 8 ft. TV Screen
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"The Energy Crises: Real or Imagined"
Stewart Uda'II,
author of

The Quiet Crises, and former
secretary of. the Interior under
Presidents Kennedy and
Johnson',

will

speak on

the energy crises
'bnd

01

conversion as a

,poss~ble. solution.
Tuesday, Oct. 26
8 p.m.
Student Center
Ballroom D

FREE
tile Student Environmental Center

T.o CounJy.·iJqard ·oppOnents~.
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JadIDl County Board candidates
from the lit District are Republican
Marvin D. Wright and Democrat
Alvin Lange. Neither candidate '
favors county zoning, bath feel the
county should enforce strict 'land
reclamatilll policies and bath are
acbool IMD dri verso
_ Wright works for the Murphysboro
. ScbooI District while Lange has
driven a IMD for the Trico Schoot
District for 16 years. .
Lange, 55, who farms near Ava,
said not many people are happy
when someooe tells them what to do
with their land, referring to county
zoning in rural areas.
Wright said, "I know zoning is
something we have to deal with, but
it should be handled by the
townships. I dIIl't think the county
board should be involved in it right
now." Wright said he thought it
would be hard to write one law that
would cover the whole county
because the county is so diverse.
Wright, 49, of RL 3, Murphyshoro,
said the diversification of the county
makes the hiring of a full,time
administrative asistant by the
county board seem like a good idea.
He argues, however, that there are
already eight officials elected from
each township and· that it would be
better if the board could work
through them rather than hire
someone else. If the board wants
full-time officials. Wright suggested
the possibility of changing to a
three'1:Ommissioner form of county
government.
Lange said an assistant could take
lluite a bit of responsibility. and
maybe the need is there, but tbis
seems like the wrong time to hire
someone.

similar paliticlns and is CIOIIIidering
~ . a full-time IIdmlnistntive
..utut who would be paid by the
county and would be responIible for
morclin8tiog board lICtivities.
Lange, wbo b8S served as
township supervisor and town clerk,
eadt for eight years, feels that
roads and bridges' in the 1st District

are in "pretty good shape." He does
not favor more county responsibility
for road maintenance in rural
areas, because the county already
has about ISO miles of road to
maintain.
"We can have better roads this
way
than
with
county
maintenance, " Lange said. "I just
don't think outlying districts would
get a fair shake" if townShip roads
became the responsibility of the
county.
Wright said some townships may
need help from the county to
maintain roads and bridges, but
others have equipment and funds to
adequately serve their areas. ff
equipment belonging to a township
or the county is used in another
township, it is rented . Wright
explained that is what Pomona
Township does because it owns no
equipment. When equipment is
rented, the supervisor from the
township that owns the equipment
should operate it. Wright said He

==.
road!!

OU':':!u::D~ s!:

,have extensive --w.ble
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. ~ uid JOm_.-ds

to bear

down G striJH1liners U far u Iud
reclunatioll is concemed, and the
county board sbouId get a finn bold
III the problem. Whenever a coal
c:ompanr mines, it sbouId put the
topsoil back, Lange said. He cited a

mining operatilll in bis district
which is doing a good job of
reclaiming mined land,
.
Wright said he does not feel the
county board needs to seek
professional help to handle land
reclamatilll problems. "The county
board should be able to understand
~ problems," Wright said. He
added that where help is needed,
there are state agencies and
organizations to give technical
advice.
Wright listed the Illinois
Extension Service and the Farm
Bureau as two existing agencies
which could, for example, make soil
analysis and recommend fertilizers
and varieties of vegetation suitable
to an area being reclaimed.
State laws governing land
reclamation have not been strictly
followed in the past, Wright said,
but with the present acceleration in
mining activities , more attention
should be given to the problem by
the county board
Lange, who served on the Jackson
County Board from 1969 to 1971,
when the county was redistricted,
said' that as a board member, he
would like to serve bis district and
the whole county with the greatest
service for the least amount of
money.

Stoc Up for
Homecoming Weekend

Shasta Soda

GNP QUADRUPLES

LEO'S WESTOWN

~ ' ,.',_;,. LIQUOR MART
.Y-~

HOMECOMING SPECIAL

BUSCH

6 cans only 89~wo~~ .

U measured in constant dollars, or

~~~'I~~9of~~';' ut~fte~t~lt~t~~O~~~

Southern .Q uick Shop

creased by a factor of four between
1900 and 1958 as it rose from $315
billio.n to $1.2 triDion.
•

On the corner of Illinois & College

5-.9-5513

6 pack

'1.29

6 pack

NO LIMIT

aalFll1

Executive rChoice
Vodka

2nd Anniversary
and
Homecoming Activities ·

~ '3.79
Quart
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Party with the best bands
Alfnight -long

Highway

~

In the KeU.,-D.vid Muir

t.

10 p.m.-3 am.
o~ later

Roadside Band
fn t.h . K.U....-Br.d L.b

Roadside Band
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Stop in a~d try
our giant l/a lb.
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bi«gest and: best in ~own!
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Physicians say hysterectomies are
.,greater operational ~isks th~n' ty~ng

.y

c. G. MeDII_.
AI" 8deIIce Writer
CHICAGO (APl-More and more
women
are
demanding
hysterectomies as a m~ns of
sterilization even though the
operation ~ns greater risks than
the usual method. physicians have
reported.
This increased " consumer
demand" poses a problem for
physicians, who are trained to

Ioes, such as death, because she also
may react similarly to the Ioes of ber
uterus. And the physician m\ll~ ~
try to detemt'ine how the Ioes will
affect the wo~an's sexual image of
bersel~, he ~d.
Dunihoo saad 1 to 3 per cent of

~ba. ligations fail and tbeIIe women
~tIy become pregnanl The

ph>,~cl~n, ~ said. must weigh this
posaability and how the ,pregnancy
might
.affect
the . wome: n
psyc~ologacall>, . and phYSically an
making a decISion.

LUNCHEON SPECIALS
FREE FOUNTAI~ REFILLS
1 ~:OO a.m.-3.o0 pm.

MOil. thru Sat.

· Chicken Lovers

l ,--,)

=~,t':.::~:~a ~i~~t!!

clinical congress of the American
College of Surgeon!!.
Sterilization of women usually is
achieved by tying of the Fallopian
tubes,
a
relatively simple
procedure.
Hysterectomy
to
achieve
sterilization has been likened to
"cracklll8 walnuts with a sledge
hammer" in that it is excessive for
that purpose. noted one of the
physicians. Dr. Dale Dunniboo. an
obstetrician-gynecologist at Kessler
Air Force Base. Miss,
But. he said. if one doctor will not
do it for a woman "another one down
the street will ,"
The age of " medical paternalism "
is past. he said, In those days. he
said. the doctor would sit down and
say to the patient. " My dear. this is
what you should have and what you
will have, "
"Today. however. the liberated
woman does not want tllis medical
paternalism . but rather desires to
make her own decis ions as to
whether she wants children. or. even
as to whether she wants to retain her
uterus." he sa id,
Dun ihoo said that .. the further
away we get from the treatment of a
disease stat e. the more difficult it is
for a ph YSic ia n to justify
hysterectomy,..
But he told a news conference that
if the patient has been informed of
aU risks and then decides she still
wants a healthy uterus removed to
achieve steiilization. then maybe
the doctor should go ahead and do it.
He said a growing percentage of
women has been demanding'
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Only '1.49
Heft Dog Lovers
Fish Lovers
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20th &WALNUT

'

M'URPHnaORO

Sat. Nite Special
B B Q Basket
with fries & cole slaw

fami Iy nite

$1

• B 'Doc . / •• er" .. tac
• Pre .. Pri. .
• po. . tat. DrtDk

• Gol ••• hi. . Pille • .
PrI_
• ~._, Cole SI ••
• Po•••• I. Dr'tall

'1.09

'1.09

.p_•••

457-3515

~BrowD's Chicken
~D tastes betlel'.

19
>8 pm

101 s ....tD St.
C.rbo ••• I •• II,

P"OD. A ..... Or. . . . S . . . . ., . .

. . nt. . o.er

Try Our Dri".....,·Wlndow

70'-Uo. .'

1_

Tickets

Get

Go

Yours
at

On

the

Sale

Stu.
Ctr.

::;:t~:;:t;:ai~'::'f~: r:m~:~ , with
Dr. James p , Semmens . an
obstetrician-gynecologist at the
Medical university of South
Carolina, Charleston. said that there
are more complications and more
bloOd loss involved in hysterectomy
than with tubal ligation, or tying of
the tubes.
Women also are four times as
likely to become depressed
following hysterectomy than after
other surgery. he reported.

Ticket

-Today

m?::t :~I~al:f~~~C:i~h.S~~
physiological states in deciding
wbether hysterectomy , is to be
performed, Semmens said,
The physician, he said, must try to
determine how the woman reacts to

e

51••1 Ihi••tt

.r-RINGS!

P!\

,~

~

fi1 _RINGS! m
RINGS!

with '

10l W.
Closed Monday
except for deliveries

Call 549- 162 J

abapea ad SDes.

1.11:

III

a:::,l~~~~,

r:iZ

and other stones
set in original
sterling silver. Plus ~..
off on Black Hillsl~1
. ~
Gold jewelry
~

l

1,,110%
II.
a'

MILLER'S

fL""~

I SaltausagelianBeef
I Netball
I Comb.
II Pizza'
' Bread

Garlic Bread

t""

1.80
1.80
1.85
. 1.55

.so

I DINNERS inch~ sal,ad,
'11.
I '
garlic bread,
D
side of spaghetti ·
I-.,nl Parmesan 3.511
" • __________ _

,., IVeal

16, DIlly' Egypttan. Octdler

:tlt..

$1.85

1---------'----1

=-=a. '_I~
U.. ........

~

'"

I'

Homecoming ,Weekend Special
Two free canl of -Coke or Sprite

~'II:II ~ ~ liii
Mother of Pearl
turquoise. coral.
jet, ivory.
abalone. tiger eye.
amethyst. soda lite,

I
I
I
I
I

Service

Now featuring a 10 carte items for ' delivery

:!~!KJ~!l

[_

D~livery

Free

2;2. 1976
I'>

Parmesan

, 4.25 \

I

-I

large pizzo-deliveries only

Delivery starts everyday at 5 p.m.

PIZZA

PASTA
"Spaghetti
wlfimato
meat sauce
meatballs

mushrooms
butter

Ravioli
Nanicotti

'Stuffed

includes
garlic brE!ad

$1.40
1.70
2.00

1.85

.

Coke, Sprite

& two
selections
additional
selectiOf)S

2.50
AS

.10" ·
$2.95

AS

12"

14"

S3.8O
.80

S4.55
.85

.

Cheese. Sausage. PepperCl'li, 'Beef, NUhrocm
( Onlan. Gr. ~.~Olive. Green Olive.

, ~ Ito, new .dd'''on

1.40
2.35

w= =-

LaSagna

w/ctreese

, '0 M.~ ~'~.nu-

Mama Gina's "FOOt-Long"

$ 2 50
2 9 with
5
"the works"

Italian Beef,

$

I
I
I
I
I
I
II

)1

I,
I
I

I'
I

I

Stop in and try us out B.Y.O.W. ' .

--~.---~-----------------

Leadership 'meeting feaiures
national tna'n agement expetts

St_..

ByamleRellleC:
Wrtler

EIIcI

William ·G. Ridgeway
·......... ciI....... tar

work has received attention.

Leadi. national authoritie on :ch~!n:eel~~Lr~hi~n i3:!~rta~~
• management leadership will meet theories among
participants
at the SIU Student Center Tuesday through the use of small discussion
Sl!Ssions.
and the'
The s ymposi um . which will
Department of Admin istrative
Sciences are co-sponsoring the SIU
Fourth Biennial Leadersh ip
moderated by Lars Larson.
Symposium.
professor
in
the
roe theme of this years assistant
Sc"ie nces
sym posi um 'is ·· Leaders.hip : The A dmini st rat ive
Cutting Edge." The purpose of the Department. at 8 p.m . on Thursday.
meeti ng is to exa m ine the The panel will discuss "Some
ex pe r ience a ng le as well as the Neglect ed Leadership Aspects."
La rson. who is co-chai rm an of the
theor etica l directions in leadership.
The progr am will feature selected Leadersh ip Co mmittee with J .e.
works from those identified with the Hunt of the Administrati \'l' Sciences
. field of leadership and those outside Department. said the sympo:;i um is
the fie ld . The yrnposi um witl designl'<i to draw toget her current
provide a (orum fo r scholars whose ideas is leadership resea rch .

, th~~~~;YBUSiness

~~~~~?;hlt:5~~S! ~:~!:~i~nw~~n~i

4.Re.ielen' Circui' Juelge
'181 Cln:uII - J.:ban

Ccu1Ir .'

EIIctIDn - T...., Now. 2, 1171
Q . .1IfIMt br PublIc & PrIv... -exp.rieI~
Former State's Attorney and Public 'Defender of Jackson
County . Special Assistant Attorney General for
Inheritance Tax Purposes. Active Office and ' Trial
Practice. 0eell1E!d qualified by Democratic, Republican
and Independent attorneys.

i

Paid for by RidgelNaV campaign Comm _, DaVid

Kenney

~

Elza Brantley. O>-OIali!!l'lef'I.

tActivitjes

JEWELRY
SHOW

S. Uni\,ers ity A\'C .
•
~'ree School. exercise class. noon · I SIU Bridge Club. i- I t p.m .. St udent
Ce nt er Fourth Floor .
p.m ..
Are na
Nort h
East
Free Ent ertai nment . 9 p.m .- I a .m ..
Concourse.
816 S. Illinois A\'e.
, Southe rn Players. "Storyville:: 8
p.m .. University Theat er. Tickets:
$1.75 students. 52.25 public
SGAC Film : "City Lights :' 7.9 & 11
p.m .. Student Center Auditorium .
Ch ristians Unlim ited, meeting. 7 :30·
M.urdale Shopping Center
10 p.m .. Student Center Macki naw
Room .
.
549-7422
Ce leb r ity
Series .
··Naugt.ty
(call ahead for orders )
~~~~~~a'~·us~~~~~~ance . . 8 p.{ll ..
to QO
Now Open nn 10:OO .p.m.
Departmental Semi nar. "Charge Friday & Saturday
T r ansfe r Co mpl exes: ' 4 p.m . .
Nec kers C 218.
• Sizzling Stealcs
Ca mpus Crusade (or Chri st.
meeting. 7-9 p.m .. Student Center
• Sondwiches _ .
-,
Acti vitv Room C & D.
Inter Varsity Christ ian FellOWShip. • Catfish
_. meeting. 7 : 30· 10 p. m .. Student
CentE'r Ac tivitv Rooms A & B.
• So/ods
(;,~ ' .-:'
Latter Day - Saints Student
• Wine
\ , . ' .
Association. meeting . noon -t :30
) (- /i'
p.m .. Student Ce nt l'r ,\ ctivity
Friday

Hickory Log
Restaurant

Oct. 22-23
:Distinctive Jewelry
focI, piece a warle

~
' ~- ~

Jewelers and
Distributors

.f

r

Hoom B.

Hillt'1. sabbath pot -luck . 7 p.m .. 7t5

ot ~rt

• Beer

THE PROMISEAND CH-A LLENGE

OF
COAt CONVERSION
-An -Environmeiltat Confe.renee
Tuesday Oct. 26.

-

.

Gra ..ts offered;
deadlines 'soo';

::::::::;::':::;;':':':':':'::;":::::':':::::'::-::::~:::::::!::··:::::::=::::::::::::;;:::·:::·~:::;::::t::::::::::;:':::-:::':':':':':-:':':;:::'::;:::::::::;-=::;:::::::::::::: •

~mpus 'Briefs·
islant radio-television professor Jonathan Yoder wiU
prese
a paper entitled "Broadcasting and Popular
Culture: ' Criticism or Gilbert Seldes;" to a conference of
the · M'
Popular Culture Association Friday at
Bowling G
tate University in Bowling Green, Ohio.
Dr: Yoder also wilI.,present a paper of a conference of the
Natimal Associationllf Educational Broadcasters Monday
in Chicago.
A law enforcement fratecllity will be formed at a
'g eneral membership meeting-a"t-l: 3) p.m. on Thursday, in
the Acbninstration 9f Justice depch:1ment, Faner 'B wing.
Practitioners in the f.eld and students, regardless of
aCademic discpline or level of study, are invited to leave
their telephone numbers with reception at the Center for
the Study of Crime, Delinquency and Corrertion, Faner B
wing.

. The Schhofhrenia Research
Program 0 the Benevolent
Foundatim of the ScOttish Rites is
offering doctoral dissertation
felJowshjps for researdl concerning
schiaophrenia in the following
fields : psychiatry, psychology.
sociology and · epidemiology,
genetics.
neurobiology,
neuroanatomy, physiology and
pharmacology.
.

~-

The SIU Counseling Center and Human Sexuality
SerVices is sponsoring workshops for men arid women
Friday and Saturday. The workshop for men will be
Friday, 6 to 10 p.m. and Saturday, 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. 'at
Woody HaU, group room, wing A. The women's workshop
will be 6 to 10 p.m. on Friday, and 9 a.m. to,8' 3) p.m. on
Saturday, in' the lounge of the Home EconomIcs Building.

Open Mondap .. I p.m.
200 S. illinois

THE 1ST ANNUAL SGAC

Associate professpT !If yhilos<?Phy, John HQwie, /~
participated in a program on " Crisis in Religious Belief'
recently at Murray State University; Howie spoke on"
"From the Perspective of the Philosophy of Religion. ,(
Alpha Phi Alpha will sponsors Miss E boness Pageant a
. 8 p.m. on Saturday at Shryock Auditorium. Tickets are $2,
and available at the Student Center ticket office.
Black Affairs Council will sponsor Black Expo, an
exposition of arts, crafts and talents performed by black
. students, from 7 p.m. to 2 a.m. Friday. Admission is free.

.~

SATURDAY

7 p.m. - 11 p.m.
4th floor

Student

A two-day affair
SUNDAY
12 noon - 5 p.m.

Big Muddy Rm.

Cent~r

The Southern Illinois Art Resources Cooperative
(SIARC) metals trailer will visit the historic Huthmacher
House in Grand Tower Sunday. The unit is part of a fivewagon SIARC arts and crafts caravan that criss"1:rossed
Southern Illinois during the summer, Campus artisans will
demonstrate metal working and blacksmithing techniques
from 12 to 5 p.m. at the restored Huthmacher residence.
The public is invited to .a ttend at no charge.

A

Jack McKillip, assistant professor of psychology,
recently attended tile organizational ,meeting of the
Evaluation Research Society at Harvard. A short report
on this conference is available from McKillip,

for your pleasure

Students can still register to donate blood in the
solicitation center of the Student Center Tuesday through
. Friday. The Student Blood Drive is Nov. 2 to 5 donors may '
register for an appointment.

Beg your pardon
The Daily Egyptian identified the
fraternity mentioned in the caption
of the photo of page 6 of
Thursday's ~per , The correct
''{'Mme of the fraiernity. is Phi Sigm

HIL'LEL . .
Hillel ShIIbbat
Potluck ~nner

Kappa.
It was reported in Thursday's

Daily Egyptian that the
Homecoming parade would march
down University Avenue. Original
pia_ were changed and it - '11
parade down IlJinGis Avenue.

Tonight 7 p.m.
lit Hillel Howe

Bring your favorite

relax. . .give a listen
SGAC homecoming '76

Washington Stre~t
Undergroun
"The LOwest Prices in Town"

Goodieslll

BapP1 ~our Dally 1-5
Z5e.
10 oz. Glass of Millers
35c
16 oz. Mug of Millers
60 oz. Pitcher of Millers '1.28
4Se
Bar Liquor Drinks
sse
. Call Liquor Drinks
(Black Jack, Chivas, Bacardi. etc.)

.

We
12
*Pla.alla

*' o;nAr~

'1f1t c;ctr~··
(~

..... ........,......
CIaIed ........, lit 1:. p.... .

'O LD STYLE.
B.EER
~tertaIDmme~

n ' • .......,....

~

,.t

have Ice cold

Every SunCiay l,Night

Belt . . . . ~
. . . . . . . . . Aq.n

_ _ _ Car'

DOW

)

~:30-12:30
109~. Wa.hl~toD ' (Belo_ AB.C)

Sailors in raft
rescued .after
wee.k s at"sea
SAlS, , FRANCISCO ' (AP l- Durel
Miller recalls a loud crash as he was
hurled into the churning sea with a
friend . That was the beginning of a
desperate three ·week fight for
survival on a wind· tossed life raft.
The nightmare ended for Miller
and Nancy Perry with their rescue
this week by a passing cargo Ship.
But three others who escaped the
Sinking 42-£oot ketch Spirit on Sept.
'l:I in another raft have not been
seen. Eight military aircraft fanned
out over 28.000 square miles of sea
Wednesday to search for the missing
raft.
Miller. a professional sailor from
Oklahoma. said in a message from
the Yokohama·bound Liberian
freighter Oriental Financier that he
was at the Spirit's helm during a
storm with winds of 35 knots howling
around him .
" I beard a loud crash or explosion
and was immediately swept away
from the wheel into the water." he
said. "The boat was knocked over on
its side."
The crew of the Financier plucked
Miller. about 28. and Perry. 21 . of
San Anselmo. Calif.. from their five·
foot raft Monday about 800 miles
southwest of here. They were said to
be in good condition despite their
lack of food 'The raft had only five,
gallons oC water on board.
"The raft cabin hatch covers had
been tom orr and the cabin was
completely full of water. " Miller

~:::~wbae~eodut.·lc~~IS~~8lt~::::':;

was sinking and immediately
st-arted inflating the raft in the
cannister near the cockpit."
Both rafts were inflated and the
five shipwrecked sailors clambered
into them seconds before the Spirit
vanished beneath the sea.
"It happened incrediblY fast ." he
said.
Miller estimated that his raft.
separated from the other shortly
after the accident, traveled about
160 miles on the raging wind. He told
rescuers that the other raft, which
had no sea anchor, probably
traveled even farther .

/.. f . r- \~ ~"11~_~
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Announc:ing Our

" ','

6 Hour Super Sale

-

Yamaha FG260 - 12 string
( :[ discontinued modeD

reg. 251.00 Ust .

BUF--FET

LOBSTER & PRIME RIB

'TEGA

super

"Complete De.
8O_d"

in the Lounge

$84: 95 :~!

New Noon Buffet Mon.-Fri.
All you can eat

(We know you're fired of 'em folks
but we've had our sale planned for a long

$2.95

Grover Machine Heads $19.95
30% off all strings
Pick from the pick jar lO/25c
See. the super harmonica
cabinet· where all harps are 20% off

All sale prices Saturday only
Listen to the
tunes of

R 0 II S H ar d Iy

•••

Out

front
for
free

.:~ f:1:paS:i~~~ ~~e:.~~

PROUD1.Y PlESENTS

to
StID missing are Camilla Arthur,
21, and Jim Ahola, 25, both of San
Anselmo, Calif., and Bruce Collins •
.. 'oC Walnut Cn!ek. Calif.

"What you've all been waiting for"

THE

99~ .
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CABLE INSt.ALLA liON
SPECIAL

1"'. . . . . PAEPA_YIB9'

WITH 2 MON1HS 8EIMCE
.
& APPROVED CREDIT

12 Great Cable Channels
of TV Viewing
#

at HoUr·nn.

... ___ CIL 13

MIry ........ ...., ~ CIL 30
It. LouIa ,.... CIL 2, 4, S. 11 . ,

•
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•
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KIddie Shon ... ~ CIL I, 11
'.
h - , _ I I &poria & Ea........... -CIL 11,3D'
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"New~ Merle Norman"

always makes Beauty Headlines :· _.

Nerle Norman has ' an exciting array of exclusive new
products for complexicn care, nail care, and up-to-theminute fashion makeup . . .alJ formulated to help you
become a Icvlier, more beautiful you. .
.
Come in today to .find put the "good news"
from Nerle NormanAvailallle exclusi~iy at

yOW'

mERLE nORmRn cosmETIC STUDIO

SOUTHERN IWNOIS
TOTAL ENlERTAINIIENT EXPERENCE
Dieco the whole week through

---J""'"
~~

, Royal sUrprise
Toby' Peters and Johanna Hanlon got an
unexpected break from their 11 o'clock
classes Thursday when they were crowned
king and queen of the 51 U Homecoming.

Study

slww~

Peters is chairperson of 5GAC, and Hanlon
is a junior in/ radio-television. (Photo by
Linda Hensqri)

T

MONOAY--MEtlS NGHT. no cover charge,

SOc 12-oz. beers, 75c mixed drinks
TUESDAY-UDIES NIGHT. no cover charge,

free champagne-all you can drink

errors

Doctors doing improper, lazy j?bs
By DIUIieI Q, Haney
Aaodaled Pres. Wriler
. BOSTON ( AP)-A Harvard
University study concludes that too

practitioners were per forming
operations for which they may not
be qualified. Among these are
hysterectomies and removi ng

specialists in surgery, while at the
same time the nation's surgeons do
not have enough work to keep them
busy.
The researchers at Harvard
Medical School drew
their
conclusioos after reviewing 285,000
.operations performed in four
metropolitian areas across the
country by 27,000 physicians,
The findings were scheduled to be
published in Thursday's issue of the
New England Journal of Medicine.
An editorial in that edition called
the study "a landmark in the study
eX the delivery of surgical care in
the United States."
Rita Nickerson, who directed the
study, said the researchers found
the average work load of surgical
specialists certified by review
boards is only aHout half as large as
the doctors could handle.
But they also found that general

that we feel should not be done by
general practitioners, " Nickerson
said in an interview.
The researchers found that 31 per
cent of the doctors who did
operations were performing less
than 10 a year.
Dr. Osler L. Peterson, who also
worked on the research, said
doctors who do these few operations

:~~me1b~a~~!rs !~~ a~e~~~ a~=esa~y~ ~}a:;~ures

gel so li~tle practice thai some. of
them may not be competent to
operate at all .
Seven per cent of the doctors did
more than :J)() operations annually.
1lle median number was about one
a week.
Peterson said the study shows
that fewer medical students should
become surgeons.
"We' re rather short on family ·
doctors in this country," Peterson
said "We ought to be putting our
manpower where it's most needed."

WEDNESDAY~CK

.

'N ROll, da!"ce to your
favorite hits of the 50's and 60's ,

' THURSDAY-SIU STUDENT 10. no cO;i:!rcharge,

SOc 12-oz. beers. 75c mixed drinks
OPEN EVERY NIGHT
FROM 8 - 1:30 a.m.
I

New Rt. 13
Carterville, III.

L.ocated In- the
SI Bowling Md

985-3755

~~~

~c..tar

Trustee candidates on ballot '
SPRINGFIELD, (APl--Besides statewide, rather than being
the national, Slate. local and judicial appointed by the governor.
Membership 01\ the nillt.~member
races on the Nov. 2 ballot, voters
also will be asked to pick three board is staggered with three
members of the University of members elected every two years.
The three seats up for grabs this
Illinois Board of Trustees.
year all belong to Democrats who
The University of 1llinois is the were elected for the first time .in
only state university or college 1970. And all are running . for
whose governing board is elected another term .

*******it ***-Jt ***•• *.-. *•• ****** it

SALE

CUSTOM PRINTED

Long ·Sleeve

T.Shirts

Hunter' Boys
Freight Salvage Stores
"Great Prices, Lousy Service"

Brushed Denim 'Jacke1s
Pile Lined Denim Jacke1s
Zipped Coveralls
I nsula1ed Coveralls
Goo6EHlec:k Desk Light
Childrens Coloring Books
'c:cWk' Bulletin Boards .
Sponges package of 4

.Pi01ic Baske1s service for 8
Greeting cards - choice
Coconut 1 lb. bag

SWeat Pan1s

Picture sWeat;Shirts
I\fen's Western Shirts

Natches

DBCk of

so

Cellophane tape - roll

BIC Pens
BI C Lighters reg.

$1 A9

Siren Fire Vehicle Alarm

8uv
* Custom

~ng

$7.95

saus .
$13.95

S23.OO
$7.95

V2 price
fran $1.00.
2Ic
$14.95

15c
SOc
$1.-

SUO
$3.85

18c

-19c
2 tor 25c
90c
$19.00

oil int6~tiri~1 disease vieti.s '
...

~-::-=w

r
BObLAND PATENT.
N.Y .
(API-Almaayal 10 youa,lten
. . . , . ~y .r'pf)' 10
thepallthreewaeblorallllalldlcltil
when they had another diMase. an
antlblotlel.
two physicians
inteltlnal di..-der
treatable said
with

~ have CGme down with tile

mOIUy

~:r::::,a:at':C~:'ltale
Heallb
DepartmeDt
are

mae... accordlllll Dr. KeDaetb
MacLeod. 0II.14a COWIty bealll!
commiuioner . He said the
symptomllncluded fever. vomltlal.
clar1'llea and akin rllbes-.imilar to

l"~n!!:": =ona.

iIIterviewla, perlODI who bad
Iymptoml of tbe dileale. Aikin,
them wbat tbey bave eaten aad
~. and where tbey have been
lliiiiiii____
the last iiiiiiii___. .

piiii__________

Wednesday.
State Health Department official.
.ald they believe a contaminated

~!!:~ilr:~,:~:!is c:~~al::i:
outbreak of the ~ease called
yersiniosis. which is caused by
highly contagious bacteria .
One doctor defended the surgery .
however. saying it would have been
.. too dangerous " to have ignored the
sym ptoms.

At

'~~riday

and
Saturday Nights

" In th e judgment 0 1 the people
who saw the patients initially. they
all
had the sym ptom s 01
appendicitis ." said Dr . Daniel
Stowens. director of the laboratory
at St. Luke's Hospital in t;tica. about
t5 miles south of Holland Patent. Dr.
Stowens said his hospital had
handled five or six cases of illness
from the Holland Patt'nt area .
" It was only after two or three of
thl'm turned out not to have been
append icitis that the s uspicion of
yersiniosis dawned." he said .
Su rgeons also performed three or
four emergency appendectomies on
children at City Hospital in nearby
Rome. according to a hospital
pathologist who declined to be

Poker Flats

October 22 - October 28
FRIDAY. OCTOBER 22

Happy Hour

HOMEC~ See Page 15 lor lull SCh!duIe
SGAC VlDEO-" TV Madness " 1:00. 7:00. 8 :00 pm Student Cen!l!r Video

Lco.nge

4-9 daUy

SGAC AIM-Cha rlie O>apl in's " City Lig,ts .. 7:00. 9:00. 11 :00 pm Student
Center Auditorium Mnission 51.00
CB.£BRITY SERIES-"Naughly Ma r'iella " Musical Operella Shryock
Auditoril.'" 8 :00 pm Student TIda!ts 14.00. SS.OO. 57.00
SIU HOMEC~ ~ & PB' RAUY--Sponsored by Phi Sigma Kappa
Fraternity 7:30 pm Arena Gravel Parking Lot Free
lMEAllIE-SoutI'ern Players " Storyville" 8:00 pm Un i_sity 'ThNtre.
Cm1mo..nications Bldg .
£AZ,N ~0USE~16 S. Illinois Ave. 9:00 pm . 1:00 am Free Music

12 oz. drafta 26c
SpeedraU drink.

:~::!~~~'I~::~~1a~~~ ~~:~~ti~~;:
bacteria in the patient s' stools.
Dr. Stowens said that so far . tests
of the stool sa mples have not
co n fi rm ed ye r si ni osis in

Vii"

aoc

HOURS:
Wed. thru Sat.

LOCATED:
Old Rt. 13 Weat

4 p.m.-4 a.m.

& Big Muddy River

~th~e.;St~. .II======~~==~iiiiii

FOOlBAU.. -Salukis vs . Northern Illinois 1:30 pm NcArdrt!!W Stadium
socca:I-SI U Soccer ClutJ vs. Farest Park 2:00 pm on the football practice

~C

VlDEO- " TV Madness" 7:00 & 8:00 pm Student Center V(de04co.nge
SGAC RLM-Charl ie Chaplin's " City Lig,ts .. 7:00. 9:00. 11 :00 pm Student
Center A<.ditoriLrTl Admission 51.00
CONCBlT-" J . T.S." and " T· Hart Trio" 8:00 pm Arena 51.50
1HEAllIE-SouIhern Players " Storyville" directed by Michael Heel<
University Theatre. COmmo..nications Bldg. 8:00 pm SI.75
•
IEAUTY PAGEANT-Miss Eboness Contest sponsored by Alpha Phi Alpha
8:00 pm Shryock A<.ditori...,.. $2.00
£AZ· N ~~16 S. IIt inois Aile. 9:00 pm . 1:00 am Traditional
English and I r ish Folk Singers. and Modem DIInce Free
9GAC Al.M-Edd ie O lne's " My Lillie OIidcadoe" t :OO am Student center
AudltorlLrTl Free
aACK & WKIE ~eelur l ng lille elisa> blind "Mira and Ms ArctIeIte
Blaine" 2:00 am · 6:00 am 5pansorod ar SAC and SGAC Hcmecarnlng

str~Pt

~,,=-

2DAY SPECTACULAR

--..:1:1t=

SATURDAY. OCTOBER 23
HOMEC~See ad on IBQe 15 lor lull schedu1.
S1VOENT C9fTE1C 0P9i IMl1.. 6:00 _
•

SUNDA~ OCTOBER~
WCMEN"S RElD HOCKEY-SiU vs. Indiana Slate 1:00 pm on the lield acraos
from the Recreation Bldg.
aACK AR'AIRS COUCIL FUI--" UpI~ Saturday Ni~t" Free in the
Student Center AucliIoriLrTl at 2:00 and 4 :00 pm
....,,,Y II1E Co.Gl--Wesley CorTv'ruIlty Houle 816 S. Illinois Aile. 5:00·
7:00 pm ~re and share lor Ifiit 'alII! Of ingredlenb
CONC&IT-" Rar Ayers Ubiquity" ' :00 Shryodt ~I torlurn SS.OO 5pansorod
bv BAC and SG'AC

FEATURING ...

MONDAY, OCTOBER 25

SKIRTS

SWEATERS

'4 TO '8

"0

"a

'''nw ~ ..

7:00. 9:00 Student Cer'IIIIr

lUESDAY, OCTOBER 28

Values to '26

Va. to '1~

• BLOUSES
• SKIRTS

TO

' IQM: fUI-Aoster Keelan's
Audltartun 5Or:

'a

AI'D

'8

• TOPS
• SHIRTS

WEDNElDAY, OCTOIER %I
=~ ~s "nw~Iand~' 7:1lD. 9:aDStudInt

PANTS

1·/ 3

OFF

.. SWEATERS

'1(3 TO 1/,2

ntUASDAY, OCTOBER 2B ~ _ _"~vs. $IeIpk9&e.1ty" ~wltl focw

OFF '

.

en 'the <DIt1!IPb Of.o-agrny"'" rail ~= lor I1WI

~2.::=.~cawr~RIan '.~, . - ~SGAC

=tarI~~ F~d~·6: JI.':,.,.~ClInIw

i~_IIr''
c:e.-" Sau-..III_ ~tyatCllo1lalilillt.~_
..

"lhio_atSaultlom'

_

ActM_

101Ull-'''''-''I-.•
...

=:.,~= ~-::.::;.;.:m_-:.=""::~:::'iC:=

--............... _--

:::::.,"\C"Actt_OIIIco. 3rd~.,

~c...~T~1II

. ~~~,,~~:' ,::'~~~~;1~;;=r.~~::;:
-~-

,....~~~"' -..,'~...-

....CIl!I!~

Program offers
fellowships in
doct oral work

Contact Len...

Tbe IDtel'-Amel'ican Foundatioo
m 'Social Change in Latin Amel'ica
and the Caribban is offering a
limited number 01 pre-and postdoctoral , research fellowships to
study the change process tJp-ough
affiliatim with a host country
institutim. Application deadline is
December 30.

The American Scandinavian
Foundation ( ASF ) is offering
scholarship grants to graduate
students for study and reseas ch in
F inland. Iceland . Denmark .
Norway and Sweden. The George
Mar.;hall Fellowship of $5.000 for
short-term
professona I
bservational academic year
research at the graduate level is
bein~ olfered for study in Denmark.

. _ J~

I

.~

~ance 'til Dawn
in this beautiful

Oct. 28, 29, 30
To each' participant

Cllange of pace
Taking advantage of a student-<lesigned recreation
program for special populations on campus, Nlark
Geisler, a sopomore in radi~television , bowls a ball
at the Student Center lanes. Students majoring in
therapeutic recreation in the Department of
Recreation are operating on-campus and off-campus
projects as part of their classwork in Activities for
the Physically Handicapped, 340C. (Staff photo by
Peter Zimmerman)

FREE 8x10 PHOTO
from your favorite
slide or negative

~well~
714

s" III

(9ampus 'Briefs

John Kinnison. j unior in music. recently won a 'dis trict
post on the executive board of the Illinois Student Music
Educators Associa tion for this academic year. This is the
Second consecutive vear a student from SI U has won the
district representative

.~ .

_.Is

54~2212

101 S. Washington

~VINCENT

Watches

zo.so% off

Indian
Jewelry
3I%off
Diamond
Engagement
Rings
' 2.8% off-

A. BIRCHLER

DEMOCRAnc REPRESENTAnvE
58th District

"AN OPEN DOOR REPRESENTAnVE"

Outstanding Record of Service to People
Birchler - A long time friend of S.I.U .
B.S. and M.S. Degrees
Students and teachers need his support
in Springfield
Keep a man who gets results

VINCE MAKES SENSE
ca.t your vote for Bil'C!..hler Nov. 2

.!Nowat..................•...............................................•.
-

·

G.f.\rrSBU~
preseBt8

EXP ANSION SALE!
endants
% off

p.m.-4J:OO p. ....
·:.HfJ,PPfI Hoar '2:00
a.d Pea.au
.

Men's & Ladies
Rings - ZO% off
Earrings
25% off
Wedding
Bands
ZO%-5O% off

Sale ends Noy. 1

Y-AWAY NOW

: Prfte PO/lf!or.
•
i.Co~kt"iI8 -madft with thft li.ft8t ti"aor8
••

i-WINE ,·IMPORTED BEERS
·i-FOLK
.
MUSIC. -NO ' ~O~
••

IOpen I I :00 a.m.
•
·•.............
- _...............................
.
.
,
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.

designer original
knits.

Re-elect

" Stress Reduction-Re la xation T rai ning. ' a fi ve-week
program dealing with ways to re,duce everyday stress. wi ll
_ begin at I p.m . Wednesday a t the SIU Counseling Ce n te ~
-on t he third Ooor of Woody Ha ll A in Group Room B. The
program is open to interested persons who contact the
Counseling Ce nter a t 453-5371.
The Newman Center will s ponso r a vo ll ey ba ll
tournament at 12 p.m. on Sa turday. Oc t. 30 on the
Newman Center lawn. The tourney is open to any re lig ious
organization that contacts the Nt;.wma n Center at 457-2463.

whites ana

Photo Shop
Carbondale

Watch .he D.E.. for mont

"M urphy's La w a nd Gradua te Educa ti on fo r Nuclea r
Disa rm a me nt " is the topic of a speec h to be give n by Bi ll
Wickers ham a t 8: 30 p.m. on Friday in the G radua te Clu b
at the New Life Center. corner of South Ill inois and Gra nd
avenues. Wickersham was a vis iting associate professor
in community development at SI U last yea r. a nd
previous ly se rved as progra m coord ina tor fo r world orde r
studies a t the University of Iowa.

jumpsuit by Miss
EllieUe.
Nada's bas
every accessOry
you'll need for
this Homecoming
weekend.
Come and see
the new winter

.,

- -

..

-_._- -- - - ---:..-.:....
..

Now comes Miller time-

•
...J"

1976 The M tl ..... B,...".. Co . ........... _ •
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DUV~'
a....... ...............

rON AVAILAaLE !

I ndudls plugs. points. cond!nsor;
adj181 IimirG. cartluffillor.

()ae Day-It cenll per ward.
minimum SUD.
.
Two D.ys.... cents per word. per
day.
Three or Four D.ys-l cents per
word, per day.
.
w!!t,ve
da~ days-7 cents per

DONS VEACH
Rt. SI So., Carbondale
50019-9518
Prices good until
:let. 30. ·7/>. Price

::u

American made cars.

Motorcycles

SU~PllES

~~~~r~~~t~~}:e~r~~oPipes
7343Ac47

650 BSA, 1970 STOCK . $900.00 5490408.
i227 Ac52

1976
HARLEY
DAVIDSON
SUPERGLIDE FXE. 1200 actual
miles . Excellent condition . $3000.
724-4172 ~fter 6 p.m .
7370Ac48

carefully proofread but errors can
still occur. We will correct the ad
and run it an additional day if
notified.
Beyond
this
the
responsibility is yours.

Miscellaneous
BUY AND S ELL new and used
wheel cha irs a nd accessories .
Stonehead Wheelchair Service, 905
W. Cherry, Carbondale. 549-6522.
B706IAf48C

Automotives

PH OTO ENLARGER . LEITZ
Focomat I· C, 35 mm , automatic
focus , excellent lens . Sell or trade
for camera and-or lenses. 549-3897 .
7296Af46

1971 FIREBIRD SILVER wilh

~l~~~~~r~~:~~ut~~~.i&. ~7:

7369Aa49

TYPEWRITERS , SCM ELE C·
TRICS . new and us ed . Irwin
Typewriter Exchange . 1l0t N.

~t~~~a:'l f_~~~~penB7~4~~1Uc

- - - - --- - - - - -

1965 VOLKSWAGEN
GOOD
BODY. new r:aint, new interior

~~~.e~~r~lfOc~P~~~:

d

goo
733IAa46

'74 PLYMOUTH DUSTER SLANT
6, stick. low mileage , excellent
condition . Must sell - $2100. 54901116,457-2539.
7366Aa45

FOR SALE : 12 string Kawai
guitar . 4 yrs . old , mint condition.
Ti1l 5 :30 call 549-8951 ; after 5:30
call 549-2076.
7374Af46

e·"

FOR SALE : '71 VW van . New
condition. $~'A~~

:~~ii.~~.

INSTA"NT CASH FOR albums and

wr~~nU~~~;a~ha~;~.r!~~ .
tape ; 25 per cent of cover price for
Wuxtry, 404 S .
llIinois. 549-5516.
7287 Af4i

~aperbacks .

G.W. PLASTER CRAFTS. 708 S.

1964 INTERNATIONAL
TRAVELALL, $300.00 Arter 5:30
phone4S7-782S.
7386Aa.47

X-mes P\JA)ies ncJrIfII !

WIlDWOOD KBNa.S

FEMAU: liRAD ST DENT needs

fntw~~~~~l~I~Ou~~~ a~tyto ~rJ

Books

December or Interes ted in
housesitting . :\Iail
Box 4. Dail y
Egyptian .
73798411

10

FANTASY POSTERS &
PRINTS, LATEST '---..
UNDERGROUND COMICS
CONAN PAPERBACKS
Ouj COMIC BOOKS

• FANTASY SHOPPE

plperwork.

.... RSALI!:

War:tted To Rent

monY -:ll;...RDlNG
GROOMING_Sl\JO SERVICE

.....""';

it appears. There will
abo be an additional charge of $1.00
to cover the cost ol the necessary

2415 alter 5 :00 p .m .

.1(_.

Opon Dot;,. Pnonr SofO.l6'lI!I

m insertions

rr=:: ~~~~or~ i~:c~~:~

1 BDRr.1. DUPLEX - $121.50 plus
e1ec. Available immediate I,·. 15
min. east of campus. Call -I5t~7873
or 549-6612.
7350Bf.f1

RI_ SI Soul"
(4.'''1 m iaes from C'dalel

the rate applicable for the number

Classified advertising must be
paid in advance except for those
accounts with established credit
...... EnwI At o.ce
Check your ad the rirst issue it

.

5 < _... · 51 , IIHnard . Airclolf and

HONDA 7SOcc 1974. 8.000 miles,

Any ad
is c~nged in any
manner or cancelled wiu revert to

DupleX

_If .,

Coit;es • 0 0 1 _, . Pug 51110<'-' HUoI<y • ~I_ .•LnIOY ""'"" •
9\;h Tlu · _
- 1INgIo . tIKJ'dtIurd .
_
. _ . Spen;et

()rdIpr

iJIlpIies 10 mosl

TeD thru NiDeteen D.ys-l cents
per word, per day.
.
TWenty or More Days-S cents
per word. per day.

IS.,...
.........
wruch

Me PWPES

I ..... "
S....

~~~tleLa~a~~o~'a~~s Ph:.~~~:~:
paints, stafues. finisheil or unfinishe .
7083AfSO

:'>5 N .

~RKET

MARION

Sporting Goods
CA MPUS REPS WA NTED for Hi Fi sales . Make easy money . no
in vestment needed . Sell stereo

COV I N GTON 'S TAXIDERMY .
CARBONDALE." Professionals,
fasl. reliable service on fish, birds,

~~~~~~: d~'~'~~ cra~f~/oH i~~~

~~N~mmals . Reasona~~~ft~~c

distributors . Call Da ve Grundman
toll-rree. 1-1100·247-2480. Genco Des
Moines,IA .
740lC47

L ....RRENT

KEYPlN C H OPERATORS
WANTED 8:30 a .m .·10:3O a.m .

M~daSatl:J~d~~idr6r~n~~e~3!y8
~xperience necessary . Call 549-

Apartments
~~f~i:s~C!rr . rr;~i!h~~oser;r~e~ :

cellent location . 'tall 453-5262' or
549-4205.
7305B347

r

ADDRESSERS WANTED 1M·
MEDIATELY ! Work at home .. no
experience necessary -- excellent
pay . WDite American Service. 6950
Way zata Blvd.. Suite 132. Minneapolis, MN. 55426.
704OC48
BARTENDERS. WAITRESSES.
GO-GO dancers wanted. Excellent

~ria r!~i~!~ ~~~~f~: 7~~~

ROYAL RENTALS
549-0541 or 457-4422
MOBILE HOME FOR rent - in
countrv . Trash and water
furnished . Phone 687-1132 after 6.
7390Bc47

MATHEMATICS INSTRUCTOR
NEEDED 10 teach business and
technical
mathematics
for
associate d~ree programs in the
School of Technical Careers for
Spring. 1977 lerm appOintment

FOR RENT : MOBILE homes.
12x52. Phone 549-6423. B7339Bc52
'67 DATSUN 1600 ; '68 VW; '67
Pontiac ' '(;1 VW bus ' '(;1 Checker '

:r~~~~~~~;.«;.~~~~~

REFIUGERATOR : COPPER·
TONE BROWN . 2 doors . Price·
180.00 1011 N. Carico. Carbondale.
Call 549-5586.
7380Af46

TWO BEDROOM 12x70 trailer .
Available immediately. Roxanne
Trailer Park.
7333Bc46

ElectroniCS

SMALL TRAILER FOR one male
student , $60 per month. One mile
rrom
cam~us
'. immediate

1976 FeRD PICKUP, METALLIC

bronze, fancy toppel'. 5i9-0280.
~ .r'

'59

FORD .

7340Aa45

GOOD

TRAN·

~,I~~~. ~a:Toi-~: :;~~
Cheap.

7344Aa47

F(}RD TORINO,

power

steer!DI, automatic, 6 cyliDder, 4
brand new tires. good condition.

SINGLE ROOM AVAILABLE .

54......

'

7376Aa46

Parts & Services

:>rtrid:l:~_A~antee, ~..~~

12 • . S-S. ' 10-6. camp~~.

Pets

.. .

Yard, 1212 N . 20th Street, Mur
pllpboro. e.7-1D61.
B7343Ab5eC

. . . . 2ot,

~Jy EtwPHan.

()ct!Dr

f~ar::=do:n$~~~i~~~lii:te~~~~'lb

. OLD

ENGLISH

SHEEPDOG

~=. 6M-S732af~

22.

i976

7384Be45

ROOMMATE NEEDED TO share
2 bedr~ ·trailer. 575.00, water
free .~tilities . 536-1747
7345Be4S
MALE ROOMMATE TO share

teaching experience prefera&1y in
technical mathema j ics. Deadline
for a~plications is Nov : IS, 1976.

I ~~A:~~~~einr?e~~ ~~~:~~~~

Oc'.

f

ACADEMIC
RESEARCH
PAPERS. Thousands on file . Send

~~·~1~0:.!ffI2~9'tf:~~ ~~~. ~r~~

206H. Los Angeles. CA 90025. (213 )4TI-8474.

6656E92

J
STUDENT PAPERS , THESES,
books typed . Highest quality ,
guaranteed no errors. plus Xerox
and printing service. Author's
Office. next to Plaza Grill. 549-6931.
B7245E58C
TYPING - EXPERIENCED WITH
all formats . Theses, diSsertations

~r~r~~~:sk7BM S~~~:i

QUICK COpy SERVICE , theses.
dissertations, term pa~ers , let·

~~~ia~~Pi~~. ~~~ "pi/ w J~~ ~~I

size and colors availat'te . .Tltl~

~n~~ ~~~e b:~~nduPBu~~ Bee
Laundry. ~erfectly Clear Prmters.
549-1874 or 549-4851.
7290E60
NEED AN

ABORTION~

call Us

•

ANO TO HELP you THJlOVGH T."S · ~
EXPERIENCE WE GivE you COM
PlETE COUNSELING
OF AN Y
OURA nON BEFORE AND AF TER THE
PIIOCEOUIIE

BECAUSE

~

CAllE

call collect 314-99H)S05
or toll free
8OC).327-WI8O

.

Bushee. School of Technical
Careers ,
Southern
Illinois

g:;b:~!\~. lL~t6290fa~b.:>n~~~
B7~4S

STUDENT PAPERS DISSERTATIONS, theses, etc., 'guaranteed

~fi~r:,°~4~~~~L~m~~'

The
7229E57

r:~~i~r:~~~~~~ ~=~ra

r:::!:ls Fu~~i~~c A'g~~~~r~t;;!
bringing the adult non-school
public together with humanists in
consid.e ration of public policy
issues . Job entails locating
Southern IllinoisJ\roups interested

~ose:~:,g ~sti:::' ~x~=

wrifng and program evalUation.
Ph .D. oc post M.A. in Humanities,
interest m community -education,
skill in dealin, with d:UbIiC

~~~e~·Phil~~:~t., ilcrr~~

536-6641 .

368C48

t~~~~~~~~o~~. ~~r~: ·o~:~i:l~

TUTOR. FINANCE 320. Call John
457-6665.
i323C45

NEED 1 PERSON TO share 3
person apt, 9Wn room and bath.
Call 549- ~ inrormation .
7394Be48

NOW TAKING APPLICATIONS
for elJlployment. N~t appearance
necessary . ApP'ly In ~.rso~ between 2 p.m .·S p .m . So. BBQ. 220 S.
D1inois.
B7354C45

utilities. 457-6847. :

~=n':~~di~~~~~'dTsa~~~~e

'~:Z~~i~Bm~

Rocmmetes

Orchard. 549-57(;1.

~\!:::me~~. ~~

ACE AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE HolDe " Dr.,..Wreacb aad liar.

7046Bd49

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED

VW SERVICE, MOST types VW
repair, specializi~ in en~ine

-

:~~a;.e~: ~8!!~"J~~~1~6. or

WE' RE BACK - Guaranteed lowest
priCes on the largest selection of

3~~n~uran~~~ ~~~1iJa~

?~~rUde~i~~s~~'sr~g~ee~m!?:~
~:i;::;'ati~o~~~nt~t~~:1 ' e~

Opportunity Employer.

Rooms

NEW
BSR
TURNTABLE,
chaneJer. Must sell. $125.00 value-

1971

&~~r:,i~i~. dog~: :~~~~

ANALYSIS

28 at 4:30-6:36. Nov. and 5 Tf
seminars at 7:30. Nov 6 and 7
Personal Growth Marathon. Call
457-6614 anytime. '
7315E55

CONSCIENTIOUS YOUNG MEN
and women who are interested in
bettering mankind. Potential for
great personal fulfillment. Living.
rravehl and medical e~nses
ovid . Call 800-972·5781 7Jidts

MOBILE HOME LOTS
S30/mooth
1st 2 months FREE
Two-8edroom
Mobile Horne
Furnished/air-conditioned
SnS/month

, TRANSACTIONAL

DELIVERY PERSONS. APPLY in
person only. Mama Gina ·s . 101 W.
Walnut.
B7396C47

TRAVEL ON FOREIGN ships :
Summer!>r year 'round . Good pay.
1M.!. expertence. men and women.
send stamped. self-addressed
envelope. Globetrotter, Box 864. St.
Joseph. MO. 64502.
G996C46

lVIobile Home

DELIV .ERY - SERVICE
CARBONDALE appliances or
parcel delivery 457-6422. B7402E49 .

~S~~';.'fk?~ 8~~en;t~rti~n

TUTOR NEEDED. ADSC 208. Will
' pay . 457-4851.
7371C45

FURNISHED APARTMENT
AVAILALBE i mmediately , 3
blocks
from
campus
and
downtown. I bedroom . kitchen full
bath, living room . Must 'sell
contract now . Call Harry at 5492046.
739IBa48

WANT TYPING TO do. 549- 4370.
B7241 E57C

B735IC47

0721. ext. 218.
CA RBONDALE : LUXU RIO US 2Jx>droom . unfurnis hed apt. Water .

SER\-I(;ES

l

i293Be46

WAITRESS WANTED. AP,J'LY
alter,6:30 p.m . American Tap . .

.' .

B7360C

DIRECTOR. PRODUCER

AND.

~J~~c:,rc!:ac~a~IC:O-&liams:..~

alter 6 p.m .

7364F4I

'WANTED : ELVIS TICKETS, CaD
Jerome. 457·11076.
7373F4'7

ELDERLY J)ERSoN TO work on

DIm - project • call - Jean
RecbsteJner.457·2177.
7383F46

WANTED : PETERSEN'S BASIC
clutches - and - transmissions
manual. Will pay 55.00. Call 54~
4727.
•
7377F46
WANTED : FAIRLY NEW or used
fiddle . Also . someone to give
~~.t~~~~er who's ~;;~~
SMALL DOG KENNEL for tra-in
traveling . 985-6441.
7324F45

SEWING CLASSES : DAY "nd

~~~~L~I~~. !:li~i~~)~.

~~l~ ~~~~a~'f~:'~~:
too.

'B7334J51 .

~-------"

FOR WHAT 'S HAPPENING on
campus, SGAC hotline. 536-5556.
Films, lectures, video, tra\'el, free
~o:'~l e~::f:.rts . home-coming,
B7361J62C
HUMANE SOCIETY ANN UAL
Country Store. Sat .. Oct. 23. Only. 8
a,m.-5 p.m . Xavier Hall. Clothes,
plants, antiques, chili lunch. and
~y~eal/ll proceeds h~~~.I~~~

AUCTIONS & )
[...._ _ _SALES
_ _ _ _ _ _..J

WANTED : TWO ELVIS · tickets.
Preferably St 2.50 or Sto.OO seats.
Call ~5i ·55iO after 6 p.m . 7326n9
LEATHERWORKERS . POT·
TERS . JEWELRY makers · we
are taking consignments now .
~~.:'54~~;~~ent , 703 S. 7~~Wl~
ARE YOU CREATIVE ? Willing to

ft~J~~~~f tOJ~Ir.m~~in~[~~~~

Government Activities Council .

~~A7~)~:nl~~'t~~:~iem~d~

campus , We need volunteers to
help with programs in the Student
Center, with lectures and Free
School. We thrive on JOur input.
Information : Toby Peters, 536-3393
or third floor, Student Center .
SGAC.
~F~C
TAKE OVER CONTRACT for
trailer at Chateau Apt. No. 17 on

,:~~np~~: ~~~~~. I,~~~!~
DYSFLUENT
PERSONS
NEEDED for M.S. stuttering
research . Free diagnostic ana
therapy workups for STU students.
Call or write perry Leonard. Dept.
of Speech Pathology, 453- 4301 ,
7281F45

_____
LO_ST_
. ____

THE SPIDER WEB : Buy and sell
us.e d furniture and antiques . 5
miles s01.lth on 5t. 5-19-1782
.
B7363K62C

C ARPORT
SALE :
i\I RPHYSBORO Oct. 23 at 8 a.m .
to 5 p.m . Go ., mile south across
20th Stree.t bridge .
73J5K45
ANTIQUE AUCTION , ALTO Pass.
Southern - Illinois - Antique
Exchange, Sunday , October 24

:~~o Ses"k', P~~f~~i~~~f~e?a~~i~~l

secretary, loveseat, childs Lincoln
rocker, maple dry sink, primitives,
stoneware, hand ' painted china
cut , p'ressed, milk , art glass !
RoseVille, Majolica , art nouveau,
art - deco
Mike Jeremiah
auctioneer.
7353K46

c

FREEBIES

)

FREE FIREWOOD . Bring
hammer, crowbar, and a temper.
Tear down part of our house over
weekend . Help beautify. 236 S. 9th,
Murphysboro .
7349N46
CUTE ONE YEAR old female cat

g'al~UJ~:,n54~l5.immed.Ji~~~5

~) (~___~_~_~_;_~_SD___J)

ENGLISH SHEEPDOG, FIVE
months old. Answers to Barney.
Lost the 12th on N, illinOIS
Reward! 549-8403,
7311045

MARRIAGE
COUPLE
COUNSELING · nocbarge, call the

f:~~I~~~~.an Dev~~~~b

THE BEST peACE to sell your

j~~~~~ ~~a~~ 1~:.rket. 7~~~
GRADUATE ..sTUDENTS IN ·
TERESTED in obtaining recent
UFO relH!rts from Carboridale and

WHO NOSf?
fHE D.E.
CLASSIFIEDS '
MIGHT HAVE
JUST WHAT
YOU'RE
LOOKING FOR!

CCHS loses
by field goal '
in overtime '

By Do_g,Dorris
Assillant Sports Editor
In a're~ hjglt school football .
Carbondale ' s hOl?es of winning a
second consecutive South Seven
Conference race were dimmed
considerably last Friday night when
West Frankfort upset CCHS 17-14 in
Overtime.
Carbondale now
has
two
conference losses , while four other
South Seven teams West
Frankfort , Herrin, Benton and
Harrisburg - have only one
conference loss .
" We ' re pla y ing now for seco d
place," said Tom O' Boyle, CCHS
head football coach. "We won't be
pla ying an y better or any worse .

~~~~~e ;ou~ a~I~0~e: f~~a~i:rd:nn~!~~
In a preseason poll , conference
coaches picked Carbondale as the
favorite for the league title . "That

~~~~yf~t !~;O~~,~~ ~ios~a~~~
games by a total of seven points, but
it seems like we've had a disastrous
season ."
In Friday night's game, Frankfort
had tiedr~he contest 14-14 with 51
. secon<)s to go in the game on a three·

b~:~~nt~~ ~~~:! ~Ii~' t~aro~~~~~: ,

ga.me into overtime.
In case of a tie in Illinois high
school football , each team is given
four downs to attempt to score from
their opponent's l(}-yard line.
West Frankfort won the coin toss,
but chose to give Carbondale the ball
first because, according to
Frankfort Head Coach Gene Ernest,
"Statistics put out by the state
association show that ~ per ce'nt of
the time · the team that ·goes on
defense first wins these overtime
games,"
Frankfort halted Carbondale on
the seven·yard line after three
downs and on fourth down a pass .
attempt fell incomplete in the end
zone. When their turn came,
Frankfort penetrated to the three·

~~rn~~nke ~~k:e: fr~fJ~~et~ ~~

the game.
Throughout the evening Frankfort
held in check Carbondale's speed
backs, Roger Ollie and Jim Andrew.

~~~ ~rsU~~u::fn~o ~~ed:d

make them try to go Inside," said
Frankfort's Ernest.
Said Carbondale 's O'Boyle,
'''Speed is our long-suit. We have to
be able to sweep outs1de 01' break
long runs or we're in trouble."
It was to Frankfort 's advantage
that Bret Dougherty, CCHS's usual
starting fullback and major inside
threat, missed Friday's game.due to
a sprained !l"kle.
This coming F.r iday night
Harrisburg ( 5-J) visits Carbondale
(3·2). "They have the second largest
line in the conference , next to
Herrin's," said O'Boyle. "They're
just a big bunch of rough and tumble
kids ...

Mayberry M1;Isic
- 1404 Walnut
Murphysboro
687-1832

~-

Hours:

Pinball
Fooeball

Every dar
1 p.m. - 2 a.m.

fJun1* Pool

~rroun~i'lfe::i: ~fIl r~et~~~

co=tial. Contact
Aero·
Pheonomena Research : P .O. B
Box 1:\ Car~. ' IL . 62901.
B7167,I<>4

.

101 W. Monroe

GIFT lTEMS FOR ·Christmas .
college students save now . 40 per
cent off. Write for free catal0j; :
~T41~oX 352, Kansas ~it'i79J4~
MAKANDA

DAYS :

"Sharf" Draft .25
"Tall'" Draft.35
Pitcher:s $1.50

Saturday only ·Chicken
and
dumplings.
7300J45

Pre-Ga.e SPeelal
Bloody Marys. SOc
Shots of Schnapps 40c

MAGA

-P_t-Ga.e Speela.

MUSElM SHOP

'.

~

FR~E-"Short Draft" with your Saluki Football ticket stub

ART REPRODUCTIONS

JEWELRY· PLANTS. · TOYS
CARDS· GI FTS

FANEtVNORTH

Bar Liquor .eo
call Drinks .71
Hamm's or Busch

. SATUaDA"-OPEN AT . . .
HOMECOMING WEEKE-ND SPECIAL

October

'~l4inf!~~~r:~tsca~~7~:

HOURS M-F lG-4

-FRIDAY·
STAaT THE-WEEKEND EAR .."
WITH' OUa HAPP" HOUR 1-1 P.M.

,

SUNDA"

536-3311

Chi~rs football .game starts at 3 on the "Big Screen" Every time the·
BeIIfs' score a touchdown, you get Sc off y~r drl,*-

...•

.
keep Jlndefeated tennis record. intact
Winte~ practi~e ' '9 b£lp ~o~ 1 Briggs
.

Ddy E.,..... Sppna EdlIDr
Sue Briggs is SIU's No.1 women's
tenAis player.
She is also the singles champion
of Illinois, the regiona1 champion of
Resioo S. and she just finished the
. past season with an Wldefeated
.

So what else is there to look
forward to?
"I'd like to continue that record."
she said. .. And • have the
~portunity to win the nationals, but
• doo't envisioo it. "
'The nationals, which are held in
June, is the ooly thing that has
escaped Briggs so far, but she feels
a lot of things would have to be in
her favor for her to win it.
" With the right preparation, lots
of practice, the right frame of mind
and the luck of the draw, it's
possible that • could do fairly well."
she said.
But she thinks that it would take
more than two hours practice a day
to do so.
". think I'd have to devote about
five hours a day." she said. "And
that's hard to do with school."
Briggs had a IH) record this year.
and she a ttributes it to getting
better competition from both her
~ponents, and her teammates. who
for the first time. pushed for the No.

~~~a

(Bladell is a good
player. and I knew I'd have to play
well to keep ahead of her. " said the
2&year'1lld junior. "Having ot her
people push me for No. 1 really
helped a nd I'm hopi ng that next
year. there will be even more
competition. "
Briggs. a physica t ed ucation
major with a true love for the ga me
or tennis. ca lis it .. a rewarding
t

Skidents:
GIl
.

'

By IUdI KerdI

record.

r~--~~----~~i=~~--_-----~----,

wi~in~,or

the state champion: s he
admitted some of the girls from
a time.
Briggs is a s low starter and , Slate schools "are out there just to
beat me." but she doesn't feel much
sometimes !Jrops her first few
pressure.
games, if the not the first set in a
". felt a .little pressure at the state
match.
meet because I was expected to win,
"It usually takes me a couple
and • was also playing in front of a
games to figure out what. have to
home crowd. " The state tournament
do to win a point, and what my
was held two weeks ago at the 51U
stategy will be," s he aid.
tennis courts.
Briggs, and the rest. of the team ,
The ooly thing during the fall
will practice during the winter at
season that didn' t work out 100 per
the Southern Illinois Racquet Club.
cent for Briggs were two losses in
Briggs, along with her coach, Judy
doubles when s he tealll..ed with
Auld. have found a few weaknesses
Bladel. although Briggs wasn't
that she has to work on. Both feel
disappointed.
she has to improve- her volley.
" Doubles is a game of teamwork
"It hasn't developed to the point
and communication, " s he . ex '
where' want it to be," she said. " .
also want to work on my drop shot. plained. "We didn't play very much
this yea r (ooly- eight matches for a
and my serves."
.
6-2 record) , and we weren' t quite as
Auld doesn' t usually help Briggs
effective as a team."
with major changes of her game"Doubles isn' t as strong as my
" that usually comes from members
sing les, but I think playing with
of my family," Briggs said.
"Judy is great communicating Marsha has helped. We' re a fair1y
with the girls, and she can rea lly effect ive doubles team ."
Briggs ha s played at 51U only 1 "2
encourage and moti vate me on the
court. I'm always ope n for years . 5he went to the University of
sugges tions , but m y ga me is Ar jzo na as a fre s hm a n , but
transferred to 51 U la s t year
already es tablished."
Along with Auld and her family , .. although I had no idea how good
the tea m was here," s he laughed.
Briggs frels he has " th best nucleus
" But much to my sufp r ise.
of coaches around.
everyth ing has turned out okay. and
" My fami ly is behind me 100 per
I can' t complain at a ll."
cen t, but they didn't push me into
With only I' ~ yea rs left to play
the gam('," Shl' commentl'<l. "They
tennis on the collegiate I('vel. Briggs
just hO!X'<I my setf-mot ivation wou ld
already
has plans to coach a team
keep me going, and it has ."
in the future .
lasing, I take me point at
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PIZZA
MEXICAN FOOD
30~

Drafts

12 oz.

$1.50 Pitchers 16~OZ
.

Happy Hour
2 p.m.-7 p.m.

'

•

.

,

Campus Shopping Center ",-

GRADUATE CLUB
Meets Tonight and Every
Friday night at the
New Life Center (corner
of Illinois and Grand)

Spol'l "

By the end of the season. I start
thinking ' that it's the same thing
over and over. but it really isn·t.
'There always a different goal every
weekend. "
Last year she finished second at
the state tournament. but she didn' t
set the state crown as a "definite
goal" this year.
". had always hoped that • could
win it. but • take one match at a
. time-l doo't look toward a goal
until • get there."
On the court Briggs get totally
- engrossed in the game that she's
'.playing. She considers it one of her

assets.

8:30 p.m.-l :00 a.m.

PROUDLY PRESENTS

Tonight: Discussion with
Bill Wickersham at 8:30

"What you've all been waiting for"

THE

,. ". try to mentally block
everything out and focus 00 the
game, my opponent. and that IitUe
ball going over the net," she said
with a laugh. ". doo't look ahead to

Washington Street
Underground
Sunday 3 p.m.

99~

-I
I
I
I ,
I
I
I

CABLE INSI ALLA liON
SPECIAL

I.....
.,..... PREPAYMENT

WITH 2 MOHlHS ERVICE
& APPROVED CREDIT

-"Chicago Bears vs.

12 Great Cable Channels

Dallas Cow boys

of TV Viewing
For only 24c, a day you'll 'enjoy:

1.00pitcber.s

24

~

Friday an d Saturday we will be open
ti114 a.m.

Washington

Page M. Dally Egyptian. 0ct0bIr.22. 1976

(Bel.w~

H9ur

TIme and WeetherCh. 13

Mary Hartman, .Mary Hartman ch. 30

St. Louis News Ch. 2, 4, 5, 11

of beer during the whole game

IO~'N.

. II

Infornal

Attention Chicago and St. ~oui~
newspaper readers---..-ead 'all the latest
news about the Presidential ' race.
For hoin8 daIIveiy call 4SI-7&:r1
Ask for our st.udft d~ price

Kiddie Shows and Cartoons Ch. ' 9, 11
Independent Sports & Elitertairvnent Ch. 11,30

I----~--------~----~~-~~---,
Stop In end See ~'s-aHhe
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Murda .. Shopping Center
Office Hours

M-F

8:3;0 8.m. ... :30 p.m.

I"
I

I.
I
I
I

·_------------------------_1.
.
Offer Ends Monday Oct. 25
No Exceptions! No Phone Orclafs!

"

Wonien . runne,.s ~ to

hold time trials'

qualify for the national l!leet. The po Obly Nov. 13 f~ the nationals.
.,...,. EDJICIaa ap.n. Writer
trials will start at -9: 45 a ,m . to be held 'at the University ~
The women's CI'OIIS country team Saturday at McAndnw Stadium .
. Wisconsin in Madison. .
will hold a team time trial in order to
The runners have an advantage in
Ten women will run in the event, qualifying this week because
although Jean Ohly has already

By Lee Fa..wec

Water pt,lo
finale Friday

The SIU water polo team will
defend its 6-2 record at 7: 30 Friday
night at Pulliam Pool when it hosts
Central Missouri.
Senior swimming Co-captain
Dave Swenson will run the team ,
since Coach Bob Steele is in Brazil.
It will be the last home game of the
season for the team, which will
probably start an all-senior line-up.
Included in that group is Swenson,
backstroker All -America Mike
Salerno ; former All-East selection
Lee Feinswog : the man who has
been in more fights in practice than
a boxer , Tony Wickham : and the
two fastest men afloat at SIU'
Dennis Roberts, Steve OdeDwald
and Rick Fox. One senior who won't
see action is Ken " Dirty Ernie "
Myers. Myers is reCovering from a
cut hand.
The only losses for the squad have
been in non-league games against

Licht Beer Dark Beer

'.~rted fro •

~~~D u:eall~~::uc:a:st::
rm~~~~ :ra~:::~~~'y:'~ . times
for a three-mile coone than

will be a pacer for Peggy Evans

the course at Midland Hills, so their

1:

~~~t ~~st ~::i; ~~~S:g~oriin~ ~~dS r:~~:~s ~:c:~ng

Snovak, Cathy Chiarello , Linda
Bladholm , Amy Kaiser , Trish
George and Tricia Grandish.

Ger.a~y
For the
Connoisseur

Because there are not many state
or reaionaJ meets to run in to reach
qualifying times, the governing
board of women ' s athletics , the
AlA W, has allowed the track times
from Saturday's run ta-be.officiaJ for
cross-count ry.

While five runners from the team
made it to the nationals last year,
Coach Claudia Blackman thinks
about three or four have a shot to

'

VI.
Norttan
Illinois
in McAndrew Stadil.ll1
Saturday 1:30 p.m.

~,::!i~n:g!~stol:~~h~:t w~,:!s~~~~
(twice)' Principia (twice) MissouriRolla and George Williams.

W ristwrestling
meet slated

TIcket Prtce.

-"II)

Non A.- wed - $4.(1)
HIgh School ........ - 11.(1)
SIll SIudenIs with cumnl ... ......,..., 7'5c:
"-wd

A men ' s intramural wristwrestling meet has been slated for
Thursday Oct. 211 on the northwest
concourse 0( the SIU Arena.

Ticlcel L.oaIIiDnI

Fridar.

AtfIIeIjc

11c:Ut

Oflce

SIU ~ 9 - 4:30
SoIIcbtion AIM SludIIII CenIer

p. ~1 ~~!~ra~tsi:~~:e~~:~;ebYo~

~:

AIhIIIIc: TlcUt Oflce ... ~
CenIer SaIcit.tian AIM 1:30 - 11:15 am.

Recreation and Intramurals, Room
128 of the Arena .
Trophies will be awarded to
winners in seven different weight
classes. For additional information
phone the Intramural Office at 536-

......... TIr:Mt Booch, McA:ndrww SI8diun
9:30 am. an
All other McAndrew boolha open

.it __

5521.
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80th sides
will be rock in'
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'til dawn Friday

~

a"d Saturday

w.
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The Disco's great
II

§ Fri. Ric 0 e he t ..

new· sOtJlld system

11 ..... ;.011

~

Hi'9 hw a V 009 S

will take over.

-

'til 6 o,m.!

__

§ ;01. "Rieo...ehet&

S
,

V··
.1S Ion 'til 6

o,m.

" Pcrty all night long at

.

tome join the victory

will be pounding ,
the hits 'til 6 a.m.

out

cel~bration

,_rUn. .

aft.e r the game!

• 3 00
• 1 7 5 ,ihlt~,.
• ree popcorn* backga"mon * fresh fruit creme drinks
3 5~ BuCi drafts * 1/2 I.c ed mixed drinks * 25 inch color tv
of .utl.oi .. ,

~

,

,ihlto,.

~

.

of

..otoh'-"ou~ltolt-.h.-·
votlk. or ru • •
,our favorito ';'I.~r •

Frosh '.Evans:gets nod at quarterback
By IUdl IWdI

o.ay EI.YJIIIu s,.u YW
, ~rpriBe move, SlU Coach Rey '
Dempsey announced Thursday that
fre!lhrilan Reaie Evans will start at
ql.\8rterbaclt for the Salukis Saturday
against Northern Illinois.
Evans, from Simeon High School in
Chicago, has been in only nine plays for
SIU. Near the end of the Arkansas State
game last Saturday, Dem psey
substituted Evans in the game, and he
completed ~ of four passes for 48
yards, wbile almost driving SIU to a
touchdown.

,,'1 thought tie looked pretty good."
Dempsey said. "He's a good passer,
and we're g(lirur to take a chanCe with
him, I tbink-~U do ' a lood job."
Dentpsey didn't teU Evans he would
start until Thursday, "but I had made ..
up my mind at the end of the game that
I was going to try il"
"It's what I want to do," Dempsey
said. "I haven't had much confidence in
tbe other quarterbacks lately (Bob
Collins and Jim KeUy>. I'm not down on
them, but I have to make this move.
" I think it'll be belter for us," he
continued. "Reggie is only a fair

Fans set to .'tailgllte'
before SIU football ·g ame
By Lee FeIMwoI
good drink, tables and chairs.
Writer
The name originates from the
tailgate that is on the back of station
A groUp of football fans at SIU is
wagons. When the custom began,
trying to introduce the art of tailgating
m06tly at the more prestigious schools
in order to boost the attendance and
in the east, people would layout their
spirit at McAndrew Stadium for Saluki
food on the tailgate and eat there.
home games.
Last week, according to Mulderis, a
Leader of the group is Ray Mulderis.
assistant swimming coach and a . group of about 25 had teriyaki pork
chops, cole slaw, orange juice and
graduate student in physical education.
divinity desert.
Mulderis is a graduate of the University
The only require ments for tailgating
of Corpus Christi and says that
with the Saluki fans are: bring food,
tailgating is "real big" there.
drink and a folding chair. The party
"It 's real popular around the
will start at 11: 00 a .m. Saturday and
country. " said Mulderis. " especially at
last until 1 p.m., giving everyone
the bigger universities. It can really
enough time to get to the stadiurrr by
help attendance. At Wisconsin for
game time " to cheer the Salukis on to
example. the sell out every game
victory ."
despite having losing seasons , "
The group mee ts in the gravel
Mulderis said and went on to say that
parking lot south of the Arena, adjacent
tailgating was the biggest reason why.
to Rt. 51 and everyone is invited to join
Tailgating is the practice of eating a
the graduate ph ysical education
good meal in the parking lot before a
students, and the me n's and women's
home football game. The fa ns get
swimming teams there at 11 a.m.
together and bring both prepared food
~fore the game.
and charcoal grills to cook on, lots of
Dally EIJPIIu

s.-u

runner-passing is his thing. He' s a

iood baD handler, and he sets up

quick."
.
.
Dempsey said he is a little worried
about Evans' lack of game experience,
"But I believe in him."
At Simeon, Evans led his high school
team to the Chicago Public League city
championship, and a~ played in. the
Chicago All-Star game. He was an All·
City quarterback, and was recruited by
many colleges, according to defensive
coordinator Jim Vechiarella.
The CIDly other two changes in the
lineup pTaCe senior Valdrew Rodgers

~~k ~':mt~o~f;S~~~e=~~ik:~

place of Rod Sherrill, who is j njured,
but will probably see som~ action.
The Associated Press has rated SIU
as Il-POint favorites over the Huskies
from NIU, but Dempsey sees a 'closer
game.
"They're making improvements, and
they want to get better. I think they' re
making improvements, and they want
to
<OThey may be only 1-4, but they scare
me," he said. "They're makingha've

. ~ morale, and a 'iot 01 talent-they
just havea't put it tCJlelher yet.
"They'~ maltirc improvements, and
thy want to gel better. I think 1bey're
goil'lto Nn the option more against us,
and theY'll p.r obably try up the middle .a
Iol, too." Dempsey said.
.
As with most teams at home during
Homecoming: the Salukis are going to
.
. be " up" for the game.
"Even though they'v.e lost two
straight games. the kids have
enthusiasm, and they feel pretty gO!ld,"
Dempsey said . "Because it' s
Homecoming, they ' re all looking
forward to thjs game."
.
A bonfire and pep rally has been
scheduled between 7: 30 and I: 30 p.m. in
the gravel parking lot behind the
Arena. Athleti<: Director Gale Sayers
will give a speecb, and Dempsey and the
Salukis will be introduced. The bonftre is
sJKI!1IIOred by ~bi Sigma Kappa.
"I think it's great," Dempsey said
about the bonfare. "The fraternities
have been real cooperative this year,
and if this kind of enthusiasm is
continued, I think it will catch on more
~ the future."

Lambert named to rules group
SIU basketball Coach Paul Lambert
has been selected by the National
Association of BasketbaU Coaches to
serve on the NABC rules committee for
1976-'n , Lambert learned Wednesday .
" It's an ·honor to be selected by your
peers to serve on a committee that can
have such a fundamental effect on the
way the game of basketball is played,"
Lambert said. "This will give me an
opP.Ortunity to express some of my
philosophies about rules changes and I'll

be able to stay better in tune with the
thinking of other coaches around the
country. "
The NABC rules committee accepts
reports and recommendations from
member coaches which it complies, and
in
turn
submits
its
own
recommendations to the NCAA during
the championshW tournament in Atlanta

~co:~~~~tion~ wilr~o~~~mitt~O~~

the North American Basketball Rules
Committee in June.

r 8;;O;t8

Freshman quarterback Reggie Evans takes off on a run during
Saturday's game against Arkansas State. Although he has played
only nine plays, Coach Rey Dempsey named him to start Saturday
against Northern Illinois. Evans, from Chicago, was named' prep·
AII-City last year: (photo·by Jon Young)

Fans: it's time to walch the bouncing ball
The World Series will be over soon, marking the
of the basebaU season. The football season is
near the half:-way. point and hockey has juSt begun.
'eAnd
~!.d round baU started ~ncing on the
w~ the pco basketball season opened
Th
y.
.
College fans have about three weeks to wait for the
action. Every staunch basketball fan is anxious for
the season to open.
.
.
The basketbaU .fan always has something to look
forward to. The game itself, has many pluses, which
make it exciting and easy to watch and enjoy in the
stands.
.
If you haven' t already, forget about that "non·
. contact sport" fallacy that basketball had been
pegged with.
This game is rough and demands the very fittest
athletes. Watch a game sitting c106e to the basket
sometime· and keep an eye on the battles fOJl' the
rebounds. The elbows will be flying and the bOdies
will be colliding.
. _
. Esquire magazine once ran an article · about
getting in shape and wha sports were best for a
person. When it came to basketball Esquire simply
said, "",. : you do not 'play this game to get into
Shape ... you must already be in s~pe." (Just for
the record, the article said bowling was the worst
. sport to play when trying to Bet into shape because

eOO

~ ..
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~. 0daIIW Do

' By Dave HeaD
Spot1a Writer
you usually consume beer, snacks or pop while
playing> .
Basketball is an easy game to follow, even if you
aren't a real knowledgeable fan.
It has continuous action, unlike baseball that
hardly moves at all when a Hominating pitcher is
hurling.
.
It is easy to follow· the ball around, unlike hockey
that demands super vision if you want to see the
scores or follow ~ puck.
It has fiv~ teams on a compact court. unlike
football that hAS 11 different players coming on and
orf the field sevE!ral times game.
The team ' you are rooting for will never be shut
out, and a basketball fan peed not worry about rain.
Basketball games played early in the season tend
to be boring (as ~e painfuUy found out when the
Bulls and Hawkst~ here>J1 because the players
execution is noHharp.
But the fan knows there is nothing at stake. so he
doesn't generate any excitement or enthusiasm into
~cbeering. When ~ 01 ~ple gathe, in a

gymnasium or arena to watch a game, they can
generate incredible voJume with their cheers.
Many teams, pro and college, have a/ 'super fan,"
,someone who lives and dies with every movement his
favorites make on the cOurt. He is the one dancing in
the aisles or ra.cing around the arena in an attempt to
get people psyched. And he usually leads the fans
through more cheers than Dick Selma did out of the
Chicago Cubs bullpen in 1969.
Fans can look forward to a great season atSIU and
on the college level as a whole, and in the NBA,
where the merger makes things more interesting.
Making basketball predictions at this time would
be worse than picking the Phillies to beat the Reds.
Basketball will begin to creep into tne sports pages
soon. The only news out now is usually bad. ScqU
May out .with mononucie06is. Gail Goodrich out with
an injury, etc. etc.
'.
. The Boston Celtics recent addition or Sidhey Wicks
make t~m a good bet to· win-aROth'e r NBA title, and
AI McGuire' s Marquette Warriors should be early
seas on favorites for the NCAA crown. On the state
high school level, early bets should be on West
Aurora or one of the Chicago High Schools teams.
And, of course, the Salukis are the best bet in The
Valley.
The ratings and standings will fluctuate worse than
the stock market ~ the games get rolling.
-
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